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Abstract

This qualitative case study explored the perceptions of educators regarding the impact nonprofit sanctioned programs and services have on schools rated as failing, or *academically unacceptable* by the Louisiana Department of Education during the 2014-2015, 2015-2016, and 2016-2017 school years. The schools represented in this study are in an urban Louisiana community, serving grades K-8. Each of the schools represented in this study partnered with at least four nonprofit agencies that provide services in after school enrichment, community learning centers, fight diversion programs for students, mini grant programs for teachers, and sex respect/teenage pregnancy prevention for middle school campuses. This study is rooted in a conceptual framework that encompasses nonprofit organizations, education reform, and transformational leadership. The research questions that guided this study consisted of determining how educators perceived the impact the aforementioned programs and services have on annual school performance, culture, and climate. Twelve educators participated in individual interviews, two focus group discussions that were separated for elementary and middle school teachers, and surveys. The findings from this study indicated that based on their responses, educator participants were able to adequately identify the impact nonprofits have on the performance, culture, and climate of academically unacceptable schools in an urban Louisiana community.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The purpose of this case study was to explore how teachers working in K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community perceived the impact nonprofit programs have on the performance, culture, and climate of their school. The educators selected to participate in this study represent campuses that were deemed by the Louisiana Department of Education as being academically unacceptable during the 2014-2015, 2015-2016, and 2016-2017 school years. Schools are graded annually and receive grades of A, B, C, D, or F. Schools in the D category are considered to be on academic warning status until a grade of C or higher is earned (Louisiana Department of Education, 2015). Schools that score in the F category are classified by the state as academically unacceptable. This status comes as a result of schools not meeting metrics set by the state, including but not limited to standardized testing, attendance, graduation indexes, and discipline rates (Louisiana Department of Education, 2018).

Under academically unacceptable status, schools are required by the state to establish individualized school improvement plans; and, in some cases depending on the nature of challenges, some schools have to enter corrective action plans, which deals with specific populations of students such as those identified as having special needs (Louisiana Department of Education, 2018). School improvement and corrective action plans include both internal and external based interventions to increase the school performance score. In a series of lawsuits filed against the Louisiana government regarding recently passed education policies pertaining to school performance, educators noted there is a disconnect in collaboration in terms of soliciting input regarding impact of programs and policies in public schools (Farber, 2015; McElfresh, 2016; Schneider, 2014 & 2015; Sentell, 2015, 2017, & 2018; Sills, 2014). Nonprofit organizations and their sponsored programs and initiatives serve as external interventions to
many schools and academic programs; however, recent scholarly research is limited regarding the perceptions of educators on how nonprofit organizations impact the performance, culture, and climate of schools identified as academically unacceptable within a specific geographic region known for low quality of life indicators (Brown, 2013; Weiwei & Qiushi, 2016; Yan, Guo, & Paarlberg, 2014).

**Background, Context, History, and Conceptual Framework of the Problem**

Since 2012, Louisiana has experienced historic, unconventional increases in teacher turnover in its public schools, most notable in school districts serving urbanized communities such as Baton Rouge, Lafayette, Lake Charles, Monroe, New Orleans, and Shreveport (Barrett & Harris, 2015; Farber, 2015; Ford & Van Sickle, 2017; Schneider, 2014, 2015; Sentell, 2015, 2017, 2018; Sills, 2014; McElfresh, 2016). The average years of service for retired teachers and retention rates for new teachers has decreased steadily, and as a response educators noted they are often tasked with balancing red tape handed to them from the state, the school district, and in some cases school building administrators without soliciting substantive input (Beltramo, 2014; McElfresh, 2016; Yilmaz & Kilicoglu, 2013). The challenge of bridging the achievement gap between race and class still remains an issue in the American education system (Huang & Sebastian, 2015; McDonough, 2015). The challenge of bridging the achievement gap is more prevalent in one geographic region of the country. Louisiana accounts for the lowest education rankings in American K-12 student achievement and incarcerates the highest number of inmates per capita in the industrialized world (Graff, 2015; Heiner, 2016; Patten, 2016). In addition to poor educational rankings and high incarceration, Louisiana ranks among the highest states in America with negative quality of life indicators such as health and employment (Robison, Jaggers, Rhodes, Blackmon, & Church, 2017).
The topic of improving America’s public schools has increased over the last decade, stemming in part from the effects of what is now known as the defunct Federal No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB) (Holbien & Ladd, 2017; Riley, 2014). The legislative act required state education agencies across the country to implement accountability measures for their public schools (Holbein & Ladd, 2017). A significant factor to accountability measures as mandated by NCLB dealt with standardized testing in the core subjects of language arts, mathematics, social sciences, and natural sciences (Sun, Saultz, & Ye, 2017). States were required by NCLB to establish performance metrics for schools and rate them individually based on their performance on standardized assessments, in addition to other factors such as attendance and graduation indexes (Riley, 2014). While the law itself has been replaced, its effects still impact the day-to-day operations of many public schools (Brownell, Bishop, & Sindelar, 2018; Horn, 2018; Louisiana Department of Education, 2014, 2018; Schneider, 2014, 2015; Soliman, 2018).

For the first time in history, many states had to publicly share and confront the realities plaguing their respective public education systems (Sun et al., 2017). The No Child Left Behind Act required states to identify schools that failed to meet performance metrics, and provide students in affected schools an option to transfer to a higher performing school, or supplemental educational services such as tutoring or other academic interventions, offered by the school district or partnering nonprofit organizations (Koyama 2015; Louisiana Department of Education, 2018; Singh, 2015). Although NCLB has been replaced with the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), state education agencies still comply with a number of accountability measures as established by the former (Brownell, Bishop, & Sindelar, 2018; Horn, 2018; Louisiana Department of Education, 2014, 2018; Schneider, 2014, 2015; Soliman, 2018).
While the law was replaced in late 2015, the effects of NCLB still impacts public education policies in number of ways, including seeing traditional public schools being seized from the authority of their local districts, to becoming charter schools run by the state (Koyama 2014; Leatherwood & Payne, 2016; Louisiana Department of Education, 2014, 2016, 2018). For many teachers in Louisiana, NCLB and similar education policies have resulted in the implementation of rigorous teacher evaluation metrics, and the value added model, which incorporates student test performance into teacher evaluations (Payne, 2016). The perceptions of such education policies among many educators and the national professional organizations that represent them is negative (Black, 2015).

Research by Holbein and Ladd (2017) indicated that public school educators felt many provisions from the act has created more red tape, hindering time for creativity and implementation of effective teaching practices conducive to their respective, unique set of students. Research by Eslinger (2014) suggested that educators feel NCLB has created pressures to teach to the test, and not educate the whole child. Research shared by Bulkley and Gottlieb (2017) along with Means and Howe (2015) indicated that teachers feel the challenges as reflected in negative quality of life indicators should be considered in the legislative decisions that impact public schools.

Black (2015), Gorton, Williams, and Wrigley (2014), and Means and Howe (2015) shared in their respective research that educators in public schools feel negative academic labels have inadvertent consequences. They added that pressures to teach to the test, constant benchmarking, and cookie-cutter response to intervention programs diminish the nurturing aspects of teaching. They further explained that pressures brought on by state education agencies and district administration to increase school performance scores through standardized
testing has resulted in the neglect of other student needs. Price (2016) and Stern (2016) noted in their respective studies that educating the whole child encompasses higher order thinking in addition to addressing the student’s hierarchy of needs.

Nonprofit organizations have positioned themselves in the education arena as an additional intervention towards addressing issues identified in public schools (GuideStar, 2018; Hughes & Silva, 2013; Robertson, 2015). Over the last decade hundreds of nonprofit organizations have formed in Louisiana with missions aligned to support education, while existing ones have shifted their missions to align with education causes (GuideStar, 2018). The respective mission statements and objectives of such nonprofit organizations include tutorial programs, professional development services for novice teachers, fight diversion programs for at-risk students, teenage pregnancy prevention initiatives, education policy research, truancy, performing arts, feeding programs, and housing services to homeless families with school aged children among other social causes that impacts the public education system (GuideStar, 2018).

Nonprofit organizations are founded based on a number of factors, including needs of the community served (Salamon, 2014). Additionally, nonprofit organizations require resources to make their programs work. Resources for nonprofit organizations generally come from resource development initiatives such as soliciting volunteers and fundraising (Salamon, 1999). More complex nonprofits that serve formal populations such as students or patients usually benefit from competitive grants funded by governmental agencies (Salamon, 2015). Nonprofit organizations demonstrate their effectiveness through program evaluation for competitive funding (Salamon, 2014). Program evaluation metrics are usually defined by the nonprofit organizations at the time that competitive funding is sought (Salamon, 1999). Although nonprofit organizations have a presence in public schools, the perceptions of educators on
regarding impact and effectiveness hardly considered during the internal program evaluation process (Banker, Chang, & Feroz, 2014). Baglibel, Samancioglu, Ozmantar, and Hall (2016), Frelin (2015), and Tai and Kareem (2016) indicated within their respective research that soliciting the perceptions of educators on programs is important as they are able to share intimate details and provide salient examples relative to measuring impact.

The themes presented by Burns (2012), Mann (1845), and Salamon (2015) shape a conceptual framework that connects the relevance of nonprofit organization administration, education reform, and transformational leadership. Salamon presents themes relative to the structure and foundation of nonprofit organizations and their role in transforming society. Mann presents themes that provoke thought relative to the social institution of education, transformative learning, and identifying the elements of structural reforms intended to improve teaching, reasoning, and learning. Burns’ theory of transformational leadership encompasses the idea that through recognizing the power of moving organizations forward through its people and modifying social constructs, cultivate new effective organizational norms.

Statement of the Problem

The problem statement of this study is rooted in the fact Louisiana has experienced historical increases in teacher turnover over the last five years (Buras, 2013; Farber, 2015; McElfresh, 2016; Owens, 2013; Schneider, 2014, 2015; Sentell, 2015, 2017, 2018; Sills, 2014). Among their reasons for resignation or earlier than planned retirement, educators noted they are often tasked with balancing red tape handed to them from the state, the school district, and in some cases school building administrators (Beltramo, 2014; Schneider, 2014, 2015; Yilmaz & Kilicoglu, 2013). In addition to delivering instruction to students, educators are charged by their superiors to incorporate external initiatives and interventions into their instructional planning.
without always being afforded the opportunity to provide any substantive input regarding potential impact prior to implementation (Jia, Jiuqing, & Hale, 2017; Suh, 2016).

Studies indicated that classroom teachers and school based administrators feel a sense of distrust and disconnect from leadership due to such exclusion and often feel that external interventions are ineffective due to lack of fidelity or connection to social causes on school campuses (Ford & Van Sickle, 2017; Gansle & Noell, 2015; Schneider, 2014). In Louisiana, the emergence of nonprofit organizations with a focus on assisting schools classified as failing has been positioned as an additional external intervention (GuideStar, 2018). Nonprofit organizations generally operate in a non-intrusive sense, meaning they typically form as a response to a need in the community (Salamon, 2015).

The rapid expansion of nonprofit programs and their authority in Louisiana includes authorization of charter schools, authorization of teacher certification, administrator credentialing, fight diversion programs, teenage pregnancy prevention programs, and initiatives that promotes the study of education policy. These unique programs have been both embraced with optimism, scrutiny, and controversy by educators nationally (Schneider, 2014, 2015). Nonprofit programs engage in program evaluation, but those processes are typically between the nonprofit organization and providers of grants, volunteers, or other resources (GuideStar, 2018). As it relates to the Louisiana’s public education reform efforts, educators feel there is an overabundance of red tape among other mandates that are intrusive to the learning environment (Boylan & Ho, 2017; Gross & Hill, 2016; Schneider, 2015; Verstegen, 2016). Louisiana educators have not been lobbied for input regarding the impact interventions offered by nonprofit organizations have on schools classified as academically unacceptable. Nonprofit organizations partner with schools as an external intervention to identified concerns; however there is a lack of
uniformity among various nonprofits to determine how their programs impact the annual performance, culture, and climate of schools identified as academically unacceptable (Brown, 2013; Yan, Guo, & Paarlberg, 2014; Weiwei & Qiushi, 2016).

**Purpose of the Study**

The purpose of this case study was to explore how teachers working in K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community perceive the impact nonprofit programs have on the performance, culture, and climate of their school. Louisiana educators are often tasked with balancing red-tape while complying with other demands on their jobs, while not having the opportunity to provide input to policy makers or central administration regarding the impact or effectiveness of programs (Farber, 2015; McElfresh, 2016; Owens, 2013; Schneider, 2014, 2015; Sentell, 2015, 2017, 2018; Sills, 2014). Since 2000, hundreds of nonprofit organizations have positioned themselves as an external intervention towards addressing challenges in schools identified as academically unacceptable (GuideStar, 2018). Educators who have direct contact with students are likely able to reflect upon their daily experiences to determine the effectiveness or impact of certain programs and initiatives (Ford & Ihrke, 2016; Paarlberg, Nesbit, Clerkin, & Christensen, 2014; Temple & Reynolds, 2015). There is a significant amount of research literature that connects the relevance of nonprofit organizations, education reform, community engagement, collaboration, and program evaluation; however, there is very limited recent research that explores the impact of nonprofit programs when it comes to K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community classified as academically unacceptable through the perceptions of educators (Brown, 2013; Weiwei & Qiushi, 2016; Yan, Guo, & Paarlberg, 2014).
Research Questions

This study focused on the perceptions of educators regarding the impact nonprofit programs have on the performance, culture, and climate of their school. The educators participating in this study represent schools that were classified by the state department of education as being academically unacceptable during the 2014-2015, 2015-2016, and 2016-2017 school years. The research questions that guided this study consists of the following:

1. How do teachers at K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community classified as academically unacceptable perceive the impact nonprofit programs have on annual school performance ratings?

2. How do teachers at K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community classified as academically unacceptable perceive the impact nonprofit programs have on school culture and climate?

Rationale, Relevance, and Significance of the Study

A significant amount of research has been done that connects the relevance of nonprofit organizations, education reform, community engagement, collaboration, and program evaluation (Ford & Ihrke, 2016; Paarlberg, Nesbit, Clerkin, & Christensen, 2014; Temple & Reynolds, 2015). Additionally, said research has shown that nonprofit programs tend to accent existing initiatives supported by schools and community; however, there were insufficient studies that explore how nonprofit organizations impact public schools or structural reforms of struggling public schools in an urban Louisiana community through the perceptions of educators. Additionally, research shows that Louisiana educators feel there is excess red tape among other mandates that are intrusive to the learning environment (Boylan & Ho, 2017; Gross & Hill, 2016; Schneider, 2015; Verstegen, 2016).
Louisiana educators have not been lobbied for input regarding the effectiveness of interventions offered by nonprofit organizations. Nonprofit organizations partner with schools as an external intervention to identified concerns; however there is a lack of uniformity among various nonprofit programs to determine how their programs impact the annual performance, culture, and climate of schools identified as academically unacceptable (Brown, 2013; Weiwei & Qiushi, 2016; Yan, Guo, & Paarlberg, 2014). Findings from the study contribute to literature relative to nonprofits, education and transformational leadership. Findings from this study also contribute to discussions relative to program evaluation and the impact nonprofit programs have on transforming the performance, culture, and climate of schools in urban communities identified as failing.

**Definition of Terms**

*Academically unacceptable:* This term is defined as a designation given to schools that fail to meet state established academic benchmarks (Louisiana Department of Education, 2016).

*Accountability:* This term is defined as established performance expectations held of state education agencies, school districts, school administrators, teachers, staff, parents, and students (Education Week, 2016).

*Deep South:* This term is defined as a sub region that encompasses the lower states within the Southeastern region of the United States, including Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia (Adelman & Tsao, 2016).

*Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA):* This term is defined as the most recent federal law regarding public education policy, replacing the No Child Left Behind Act in 2015 (Dennis, 2017).
**GuideStar:** This term is defined as an online database that supplies data on all registered nonprofit organizations across America (GuideStar, 2018).

**Intervention:** This term is defined as specific improvement-based programs and initiatives that are used to correct the academic performance of an individual student, class, or school (Roth, Suldo, & Ferron, 2017).

**No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB):** This term is defined as defunct federal law that mandated a number of provisions relative to economically disadvantaged students, and required individual states to set metrics and identify schools that fell short of making annual benchmarks (Gaddis & Lauen, 2014).

**Nonprofit Organization:** This term is defined as a business entity that seeks to provide a service based on an established need within the community, unlike for profit business entities, nonprofit organizations must use revenues and resources towards fulfilling the overall scope and mission of the organization. (Salamon 1999; Salamon 2014; Salamon, 2015).

**Program Evaluation:** This term is defined as a systematic, methodical process by which data and information is collected to answer questions about programs, policies, organizations, and initiatives (Chazin, Pardasani, & Kail, 2015).

**Quality of Life Indicator:** This term is defined as a measure that allows observers to understand and analyze a certain population of people. Quality of life indicators can include education, health, crime, and employment (Mulligan, 2015).

**Red Tape:** This term is defined as a policies that generally prohibits organizations or units from engaging in actions without regulation or continuous oversight (Kaufman, 2015).
School Climate: This term is defined as environment reflective of the school’s impact on student conduct and behavior, diversity, and morale of parents, teachers, teachers, staff, and students (ASCD, 2018).

School Culture: This term is defined as a reflection of the morale, values and convictions of staff members and how it translates into the daily functions of the school (ASCD, 2018).

School Performance Score: This term is defined as the annual rating, ranging from A to F that is provided to each public school and district in the State of Louisiana, based on academic performance on standardized tests, graduation rates, and attendance (Louisiana Department of Education, 2018).

Stakeholders: This term is defined as individuals, groups, or formal entities that are invested in the prosperity, organizational health, and success of a school (Searing & Searing, 2015).

Urban: This term is defined as a city or municipality in the United States with a population of at least 50,000 people (Pacione, 2014).

Assumptions, Delimitations, and Limitations

I made two assumptions relative to the study. The first assumption made regarding this study dealt with the knowledge base of the participants. I assumed that educators participating in the study have a thorough understanding of the programs afforded to their schools by nonprofit organizations. This was an assumption because while teachers and staff may be aware of specific programs being offered within their schools as interventions, they may not be aware that such interventions are provided by a nonprofit organization.

The second assumption I made relative to this study dealt with educators being able to provide substantive, honest responses to the interview and focus group questions. I assumed that
while educators may provide reasonable accounts of their lived experiences in order to determine the impact nonprofit programs have on their school, they may sugar coat many of their reflections and thoughts as a result of not wanting to appear to be the negative person on campus. I reminded participants that neither they nor the schools would be identified.

There were four limitations present in this study. The limitations to this study consisted of level of certification obtained by teachers, representatives for each grade level in the study, years of experience, and the number of respondents consenting to participation in the study. In Louisiana, there are different levels of teaching licensure. Standard teaching certificates are issued as Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3. Each level is determined by years of experience, evaluations, and continuous professional development. The state also offers special licensures for teachers including: Practitioner Licensure (PL), Temporary Authority to Teach licensure (TAT), and Out of Field Authorization to Teach (OFAT). Practitioner Licensure is granted to individuals in possession of a bachelor’s degree, passing scores on the teacher certification exam, and enrollment in an alternative certification program. Individuals with PL licenses are considered highly qualified due to having passing scores on teacher certification exams and their continuous enrollment and progress in alternative certification programs. Individuals with TAT licenses only possess bachelor degrees, do not have passing scores on teacher certification exams, and are staffed in schools where teaching vacancies cannot be filled. TAT holders are not considered highly qualified and are only permitted to work on one year contracts. Out of Field Authorizations are held by certified educators who wish to teach in a high demand subject where they currently lack certification. Pertaining to the participants involved this study, there were variations in level of certification obtained by teachers, representatives for each grade level
in the study, years of experience, and the number of respondents consent ing to participation in the study; therefore, the results of this study cannot be generalized.

There are three delimitations present in this study. The delimitations of the study consisted of the location of the schools being in an inner-city setting, urban Louisiana. Other delimitations included the combination grade configuration of the schools (K-8), and the number of participants (12 teachers). Multiple schools were selected because incorporating more than one school that has involvement with multiple nonprofit organizations would allow for more diverse responses, helping to achieve better understanding as to how nonprofit programs impact performance, culture, and climate. Eliminating deductive disclosure was achieved through generalizing the term “urban Louisiana community,” as opposed to providing information that could discover which particular urban community in Louisiana was used in the study – protecting the identity of participants. There was no mention of people, schools, places, nonprofits, or programs by formal title in the study. Under no circumstance was information pertaining to an individual student, specific program by name, personnel member by name, or specific incident be provided in the study. Under no circumstance was information pertaining to an individual student, specific program by name, personnel member by name, or specific incident be solicited by the investigator. The sharing of information was provided in aggregate, general terms. Selecting a school with combination grade configuration allows for a contribution to the literature regarding the perceptions educators have on the impact nonprofit organizations have on elementary, intermediate, middle, and junior high schools classified as failing, or academically unacceptable.
Summary

I began this chapter by providing an introduction to the study and an overview of the background, context, history, and conceptual framework pertaining to the problem. Also in this chapter I introduced the statement of the problem, purpose of the study, and the research questions. The presentation of research questions is followed by the rationale, relevance, and significance of the study, and definitions of key terms relative to the study. I also presented assumptions, limitations, and delimitations of the study. In the next chapter I will provide a review of research and methodological literature that encompasses existing findings and scholarly contributions to subjects concerning Characteristics of Schools Classified as academically unacceptable, Transforming Schools through Community Engagement, Public Education and the Nonprofit Sector, Using Input to Achieve Organizational Change, and Using Program Evaluation to Measure Social Impact.
Chapter 2: Literature Review

For this case study, I explored the perceptions of teachers regarding how nonprofit programs impact the performance, culture, and climate of K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community rated academically unacceptable. The literature presented in this chapter accents the themes of Burns (1978), Mann (1845), and Salamon (2003) as established in the conceptual framework of the study. The purpose of this literature review was to examine existing literature that connects the relevance of nonprofit organizations, education reform, community engagement, collaboration, and program evaluation. The research and methodological literature covered in this chapter consists of the following: Characteristics of schools classified as academically unacceptable, transforming schools through community engagement, public education and the nonprofit sector, using input to achieve organizational change, and using program evaluation to measure social impact. The review of research and methodological literature will be followed by the review of methodological issues, synthesis of research findings, and will wrap up with a critique of previous research.

Conceptual Framework

There are three themes that shape the scope of this study. Salamon (2015) presented themes relative to the structure and foundation of nonprofit organizations and their role in transforming society. Mann (1845) presented themes that provoke thought relative to the social institution of education, transformative learning, and identifying the elements of structural reforms intended to improve teaching, reasoning, and learning. Burns’ (2012) theme of transformational leadership promotes achieving organizational change and transformation through connecting individuals to the scope and mission of the organization. Salamon, Mann, and Burns offered themes that are in essence interconnected and are relevant to understanding how nonprofit organizations may influence structural reforms in public schools (Kamil & Elder,
2015; Salamon, 2015). Salamon (2012) identified the function of social provision as the idea where nonprofit organizations formulate as a response to needs of the community that may not necessarily be met by the government.

Salamon’s (1999) function of social provision reinforces Mann’s (1845) emphasis on the importance of value, knowledge, and opportunity. Mann proposed the Theory of Value, which encompasses the teaching of practical knowledge. Although the teaching of practical knowledge is not necessarily embedded in fostering supernatural constructs, it does not nullify the fact that creativity and imagination are important, but rather such things should be cultivated based on nature itself. Within this same theory, Mann proposed that through the Theory of Value, educational attainment adds value to the life of the poor. Through the Theory of Value, Mann sensed that it is the obligation of public education to ensure equity among the masses.

Salamon’s (1999) function of social provision accents Mann’s (1845) Theory of Value in the respect that such needs generally guide the scope, mission, and objectives of nonprofit organizations, which are in turn used to develop programs that are conducive to addressing the respective needs of the community (Alexander, 2014). In addition to the social provision of nonprofit organizations, Salamon also proposed that the value guardian function is rooted in the belief that citizens have individual autonomy to take action in their community by formulating unique programs or organizations. Burns’ (2003) reflection and theory of transformational leadership accents what Salamon (2015) theorizes as the essential functions of a nonprofit organization: service provision, value guardian, advocacy and problem identification, and social capitalism.

Achieving transformational leadership and change within social organizations such as schools and nonprofit organizations embodies identifying issues and proposing solutions that are
grounded in social capitalism. Data driven decision making processes are important to transforming organizations; however, people will not produce the best data if they are not equipped with the necessary tools, leadership, morale, and support (Burns, 2012). Through connecting the individual to the mission of the organization, encouraging the promotion of feeling a sense of belonging to the organization, and considering that leadership is a moral endeavor above all else, is what it will take to mobilize people and achieve organizational change. The essence of nonprofit organizations is largely rooted in the power of people, from assembling a board of directors, to managing volunteers, to engaging the community. Vital to successful nonprofit organizations is the ability to use social capital to achieve their respective missions and goals (Salamon, 2014). This is also true for other human service organizations such as educational institutions, including public schools (Hughes & Silva, 2013). In the education system, continuous professional development among other structural reforms prompt educators to engage in self-reflection to refine their crafts (Moore & Cochran, 2012).

In conclusion, themes proposed by Burns (1978, 2005), Mann (1845), and Salamon (1999) reflect a background in nonprofit organizations, education reform, and transformational leadership, respectively. The thematic connections found among the three theorists are complementary, as each recognizes the importance of achieving change and favorable outcomes through morale, knowledge, and values (Tell, 2015). Each theorist acknowledged the significance of matching individual to purpose in order to achieve transformational change. Organizational leaders within nonprofits and schools engage in program evaluation in effort to determine if they are on track to achieve their respective defined goals. Through program evaluation, organizational leaders are permitted to identify and scale both strengths and weaknesses (Mitchel & Berlan, 2016). The attitudes and motivations of individuals who are
essential bodies to the organization play a significant role in the productivity of the organization (Burns, 2012). The theories presented by Burns, Mann, and Salamon, acknowledge the significance of founding new and reforming existing organizations and social institutions to remain relevant to the changing needs of society.

**Review of Research and Methodological Literature**

**Characteristics of Schools Classified as academically unacceptable**

Mann (1845) championed comprehensive learning and equity. He theorized that all children were capable of learning, regardless of race, or socioeconomic status. Reinforcing his theory on education being an equalizer among the masses, Mann presented reforms that focused on inclusiveness. Researchers have connected several underpinnings of Mann’s theory to the foundation to influential education policies (Jennings & Sohn, 2014). An example of such influential education policies was a federal law known as No Child Left Behind (NCLB). NCLB required that individual states establish metrics on how to grade schools and inform parents of each school’s performance (von der Embse, Pendergast, Segool, Saeki, & Ryan, 2016; Wieczorek, 2017).

Although the law has been replaced, a number of provisions from NCLB still impact accountability in many states (Louisiana Department of Education, 2018). One such instance is the provision of NCLB that required states to identify schools that fell short of modest metrics as failing, or academically unacceptable as described in southern states (Adair, 2015; Ledesma, 2015; Watson, 2015). Schools classified as academically unacceptable are required to do a number of things regarding relative to enhancing public knowledge of interventions. Administrators working at schools identified as academically unacceptable must alert parents and guardians of its performance. Secondly, administrators or designees must offer the parents
and guardians a choice to send their students to a higher performing school (Louisiana Department of Education). If the parent or guardian chooses to keep their student in the original school classified as academically unacceptable, the parent is then given the option to enroll their child in supplemental educational services, which usually includes tutorial or other types of academic interventions offered by the district or partnering organizations (Ledesma, 2015).

Adair (2015), Ledesma (2015), and Watson (2015) explained there are a number of common characteristics among schools in the United States that are classified as failing. Ledesma et al. also indicated that single parent households, poverty, substandard housing, and minority households were the common external factor when considering the communities served by schools classified as academically unacceptable. Further research by Adair and Watson pointed out that higher performing schools typically represent middle class, dual parent households. Schools with large populations of students living in poverty are designated as Title I schools. Title I schools receive additional monies that are used for a range of things such as extra instructional personnel, materials, tutorial services, parental engagement programs, and enrichment programs, such as field trips (Matsuraira, Hosek, & Walsh, 2012).

Researchers presented studies that underlined another key distinction between schools rated academically unacceptable and their higher performing counterparts is the presence of experienced, qualified educators (Green & Munoz, 2016; Jennings & Sohn, 2014). Research conducted by Arnold and Sableski (2016) showed there is a disparity in the number of experienced educators working in urban, inner-city schools serving minorities. Herman and Reinke (2017) added to Arnold and Sableski’s study by noting schools with inexperienced faculty members are likely to have significantly higher discipline problems among students. Discipline in the classroom contributes to increased distractions, disallowing effective instruction
to take place. Andrews, Richmond, and Stroupe (2017) and Lerman (2014) concluded that education policy greatly impacts the performance of a school, particularly those struggling to bridge the achievement gap.

**Transforming Schools through Community Engagement**

Salamon (2014) theorized that the function of social provision is where social organizations formulate as a response to meeting the needs not being addressed fully by governmental agencies. Davies and Davies (2014), Harris (2016), and Mozolic and Shuster (2016) indicated in their research that public elementary and secondary schools may not necessarily have access to healthy endowments to ensure funding of supplemental programs as their private and parochial counterparts. The needs of public schools that may not necessarily be met by their sponsoring school districts (Egalite, Mills, & Wolf, 2016; Ikpa, 2016). Such public schools rely heavily on community engagement and other partnerships to ensure support for additional programs and initiatives.

Lang (2015), Mallett (2013), and Officer, Grim, Medina, Bringle, and Foreman (2013) emphasized in their research that public school districts engage in two levels of solicitation of partnerships. The first level of solicitation is where school districts reach out to community organizations such as businesses, media outlets, and nonprofit organizations. School districts tend to direct outreach to organizations and businesses with mission statements favorable to supporting education, training, and development (Perkins, 2015; Valli, Stefanski, & Jacobson, 2016). Duffy and Gallagher (2015) along with Wright and Suro (2014) explicated in their respective studies that individuals within the school building often use personal connections to cultivate partnerships through community organizations.
Burns (2003) theorized that members within the organization must feel a sense of belonging and connection the organization’s core mission and goals. Braunsberger and Flamm (2013) along with Kronick, Lester, and Luter (2013) both indicated in their respective research that in addition to internal connections to organizations made by staff and clientele, external connections are invaluable to public sector organizations as well. Studies conducted by Frederico and Whiteside (2016), Polesel, Klatt, Blake, and Starr (2017), and Dixon, Slanickova, and Warwick (2013) inferred that businesses feel compelled to partner with public schools for reciprocal purposes. The business community understands there is value in an educated workforce and thus see their involvement with schools as an investment in business, individuals, and community (Laine & Hämäläinen, 2015; Wagner, Newman, & Javitz, 2016; Farias & Sevilla, 2015).

Research by Horvath and Harazin (2016) and Kumari (2016) supported the assertion that partnerships between education organizations and community organizations are effective and provide a dual benefit to both organizations. Further, Frederico et al. (2016) and Dixon et al. (2013) discussed in their respective studies how partnerships with schools and community organizations are not limited solely to addressing existing challenges. They added in their conclusions that engagements between schools and community organizations serve as both an answer to existing challenges in addition to proactively cultivating initiatives that likely mitigate potential challenges.

Levkoe et al. (2016) conducted a study involving the engagement between academics and community organizations, including nonprofit organizations. Levkoe et al. acknowledged that the history between educational institutions at both the secondary and postsecondary levels and community organizations is longstanding. Paluta, Lower, Anderson-Butcher, Gibson, and
Iachini (2016), Park, Lin, Liu, and Tabb (2015), and Gesell et al. (2013) conducted qualitative studies that evaluated the effectiveness of school-based programs and initiatives that are supported by community organizations. They were all able to list among their respective conclusions that programs supported by community organizations proved to be more effective and lasted longer.

Hlalele and Tsotetsi (2016), Human-Vogel and Dippenaar (2013), and Tannehill and McPhail (2017) conducted studies that looked at community engagement with public schools differently. Instead of focusing on how community engagement influences the culture and climate of the school by individual programs or partnerships, researchers took a look at how community engagement could assist educator candidates with field experiences (Hlalele et al., 2016; Human-Vogel et al., 2013; Tannehill et al., 2017). Gaikhorst, Beishuizen, Zijlstra, and Volman (2015), Hlalele et al., and Newton (2017) acknowledged in their studies that attracting teachers in inner city, urban communities is a challenge that hinders improving schools.

Bland, Church, and Luo (2014), de la Varre, Irvin, Jordan, Hannum, and Farmer (2014), Hlalele et al. (2016), and Jungert (2014) elucidated in their studies that there is a strong disconnect between what student teacher candidates are taught versus what they experience firsthand. Specifically, Hlalele et al. explored how to promote the adaptive capabilities of student teacher candidates through community engagement processes. The research design and methodology consisted of soliciting student teacher candidates from an education program at a participating university. Hlalele et al. concluded from the responses given in the focus group interviews that student teacher candidates felt their experiences improved their civic participation, it prompted them to learn how to improvise in unexpected situations, and enhanced their professional development.
LeChasseur (2014), Stevenson (2015), and Wentworth, Mazzeo, and Connolly (2017) emphasized throughout their studies that community partnerships with educational institutions influence continuous engagement between community and social organizations. They further expounded on the idea that businesses tend to connect with social organizations in a way that further accents their branding. This means that businesses saw value in showing a constant presence with community. Businesses are enabled to expand their name recognition base and enhance opportunities simultaneously though extended partnerships with educational organizations.

**Public Education and the Nonprofit Sector**

Burns (2003) theorized that accomplishing transformational leadership and change within social organizations such as schools and nonprofit organizations embodies identifying issues and proposing solutions that are grounded in social capitalism. A significant amount of research has been done that acknowledges the relationships between nonprofit organizations and public schools (Ford & Ihrke, 2016; Paarlberg, Nesbit, Clerkin, & Christensen, 2014; Temple & Reynolds, 2015). The caliber of nonprofit organization engagement with public sector organizations such school districts largely differ in terms of mission and goals (Kellner, Townsend, & Wilkinson, 2017; Pandey, Kim, & Pandey, 2017; Word & Carpenter, 2013). Paarlberg et al. indicated in their research findings that nonprofit organizations engage with public schools to assist with transformation in the area of culture, climate, academic interventions, and leadership development.

Findings by Mozolic and Shuster (2016) and Weinstein and Israel (2014) support the views expressed by Kellner et al. (2017), Pandey et al. (2017), and Word et al. (2013) in regard to how engagements between nonprofit organizations and schools vary. The most common
partnerships between nonprofit organizations and schools are cultivated through both direct and indirect shared missions; for example, a nonprofit organization with a mission of eliminating hunger within the community may provide take home meal services to a school where a significant number of its students are below the poverty line (Joppa, Rizzo, Nieves, & Brown, 2016; Minzer, Klerman, Markovitz, & Fink, 2014). The relationships between public schools and nonprofit organizations are collective, due to the commonality of both sectors being human service oriented.

Brown (2013), Weiwei and Qiushi (2016), and Yan, Guo, and Paarlberg (2014) indicated in their studies that although the country has faced a recession the presence of nonprofit organizations in urban school settings has increased over the last decade. Moore and Kochan (2013) and Shirrell (2016) mentioned in their respective research that increased accountability measures has prompted schools with less than stellar academic marks to reach out to community organizations, including the business and nonprofit community to address academic achievement. Urban public schools rely on organizations such as nonprofits to supplement resources that aren’t readily available as they would be in their higher performing, more affluent counterparts (Kellner, Townsend, & Wilkinson, 2017; Pandey, Kim, & Pandey, 2017; Word & Carpenter, 2013).

Austin and Isokuortti (2016), Ertas and Roch (2014), and Tell (2015), indicated in their studies that nonprofit organizations have expanded their scope within the public education arena, shifting from supplemental services to management. Roch (2015) introduced a study that looked at how the management framework of charter schools impacted the working conditions of educators. Roch explained that there are different management models with public charter
schools including nonprofit organizations, for-profit educational management firms, and stand-alone charter schools that are operated by governmental entities.

Hughes and Silva (2013) and Robertson (2015) acknowledged in their respective research that the relationships between nonprofit organizations and public sector organizations such as schools exist; however, the caliber of engagement and effectiveness of programs could be better quantified. Other studies acknowledge the presence of nonprofit organizations in the public school sector, but argue nonprofit organizations must clearly define their place in the school building (Chingos & West, 2015; Garcia & Morales, 2016; Hammack, 2016). Jang, Valero, Kim, and Cramb (2015) studied nonprofit collaborations with communities and public schools in a southern state. Jang et al. proposed a qualitative study to understand and categorize collaborations between schools and nonprofit organizations. Within their study, Jang et al. presented a literature review which examined the subjects of collaboration processes and collaboration benefits and challenges.

Jang et al (2015) and Kroeger, Beirne, and Kraus (2015) emphasized that not all collaborations are successful and tense relationships between schools and community organizations such as nonprofits were prevalent. Communication and collaboration among nonprofit organizations and schools largely vary. The nature of partnerships between schools and nonprofit organizations tend to be non-formal in nature as opposed to contractual agreements between human service organizations and corporate entities. Siegel-Hawley, Thachik, and Bridges (2017) and Green (2017) indicated in their studies that nonprofit organizations with an intent focus on collaboration and relationship building with organizations such as schools tend to be more challenging in the respect of management of accountability and communication within the organization.
Genao (2014) used a qualitative research approach to study the relationships between inner city schools in the northern section of the United States and nonprofit organizations. Genao asserted that the purpose of the study was to examine the how governmental organizations, nonprofits, and schools utilize resource sharing within a collaboration framework. The methodology used by Genao consisted of using existing data, literature, and reports to compare the effectiveness and value of innovative nonprofit alternative education programs to existing programs offered by the local school district.

The findings from Genao’s study pointed out that the students participating in the innovative alternative education programs connected to nonprofit organizations performed better academically than their counterparts in traditional public schools. Genao further asserted while collaboration is essential to innovative programs such as the one used in the study, incentives for both students, faculty, and administrators played a more significant part in the level of performance in the school. Genao noted that there were few limitations and implications in the study, including the need for additional studies to reveal more significant effects of collaboration, in-depth quantitative studies that assess the effects of collaboration with alternative education programs, and linking collaboration constructs with applicable training programs and initiatives.

Tell (2015) and Austin and Isokuortti (2016) reiterated in their research that the relationships between nonprofit organizations and public sector agencies such as public schools are most effective when both organizations have a shared view of quality of life indicators, such as education, health, and socioeconomic status. Paarlberg et al. (2014) introduced a study that looked at the relationship between nonprofit organizations and public schools. At the beginning of their study, the country’s economy was rebounding from the 2008 economic recession. As a
result of the recession, many nonprofit organizations found healthy revenue streams decline. In effort to fulfill their mission with fewer resources, nonprofit organizations sought to partner with other human service related organizations to achieve their respective missions, objectives, and goals.

Using Input to Achieve Organizational Change

Burns (2003) proposed a theory that assesses leadership through the perspective of social capital, motivation, and achieving success through developing people. Burns (2012) defined transformational leadership as the process by which organizational change is rooted in the behavior of people. Bonner, Greenbaum, and Mayer (2016), Fernandez and Camacho (2016), and Gu, Tang, and Jiang (2015) explained in their respective research that leaders and managers must consider the needs and interests of the people within their organization. They also acknowledged in their findings that when individuals feel a sense of belonging to an organization, they feel compelled to perform beyond metrics outlined in an evaluation.

Jia, Jiuqing, and Hale (2017), Men (2014), and Suh (2016) acknowledged in their research that the perceptions of individuals within an organization is important when considering structural changes. Beltramo (2014) and Yilmaz and Kilicoglu (2013) suggested in their phenomenological studies that educators feel a strong sense of disconnect between themselves and school leaders when changes and new initiatives are implemented without input. Dodson (2015) conducted a qualitative study soliciting the perceptions of school principals relative to educator effectiveness and mastery of their respective content areas.

To guide his study, Dodson developed an online survey with predetermined questions. The limitation to Dodson’s study was a lack of open ended questions, which may have provided a more in-depth, descriptive perceptions. The only area within the survey that allowed for more
open-ended questions was the section allowing them to suggest changes that they would make to
the overall educator evaluation framework. Utilizing local directories and online searches by
individual school districts within the state, Dodson solicited responses from 1,100 active school
principals within a southern state. Of the 1,100 principals emailed, only 308 or 28% responded.
From his surveys Dodson was able to conclude from predetermined questions that principals
within the southern state were not pleased with the revamped educator evaluation system nor the
content assessments they were required to take.

Additionally, Dodson was able to conclude that the revamped evaluation system had a
negative effect in terms of retention of both administrators and classroom teachers. While the
revamped evaluation system negatively impacted morale, Dodson noted that some respondents
felt the new system attributed to more favorable results with instructional methods. Dodson’s
research findings align with the assertions provided in the studies by Beltramo (2014) and
Yilmaz and Kilcoglu (2013) relative to the importance of soliciting input prior to implementing
organizational change.

Grarock and Morrissey (2013) conducted a study that assessed the insights of classroom
teachers and their aptitude to work as educational leaders within early childhood learning
centers. Unlike the study proposed by Dodson (2015), Grarock and Morrissey used interviews
instead of surveys with predetermined questions and responses. The interviews prompted the
teachers to reflect on their experiences in order to frame a thoughtful response regarding their
confidence and ability to function as educational leaders within their working environment.

The results from the structured interviews showed that all participants actively sought
new ways to improve instruction for their students, but only those teachers with leadership titles
and roles actually felt they influenced the leadership framework within their schools. Grarock
and Morrissey were able to conclude in their study that formal titles and permitted authority influenced the level of confidence with teachers in the school. Dennis, Gordon, Howden, and Jindal-Snape (2017) and Namei and Insoo (2017) indicated that the perceptions of stakeholders outside of the organization is influential to enacting change.

**Using Program Evaluation to Measure Social Impact**

Burns (2003) theorized that organizations such as community nonprofits, educational organizations, churches, and hospitals reflect a significant component of transformational leadership, which in effect uses the power of influencing people to achieve desirable outcomes. Mye and Moracco (2015) discussed in their research the importance of using program evaluation as a means to measure social impact. Dillman and Christie (2017), and Mitchell and Berlan (2016) indicated in their respective studies that program evaluation has a dual purpose. The first purpose of program evaluation is for organizations to scale the impact their programs have on community. The second purpose of program evaluation as noted by Dillman et al. and Mitchell et al. is for organizations to better understand how to maximize resources and eliminate waste.

Research by Minzer, et al. (2014) supports the assertions of Dillman et al. (2016) and Mitchell et al. (2017) in terms of program evaluation serving multiple purposes, but added that organizations also face pressures by external entities who are financially vested in programs that impact community. Arvidson and Lyon (2014) introduced a study that underlined the idea that nonprofit organizations must consistently affirm their social impact to stakeholders for a number of reasons, namely for resource development and fundraising. Arvidson et al. sought to study how nonprofit organizations have reacted towards a demand by stakeholders to know their social impact. Arvidson et al. also found that competitive grants pressured nonprofit organizations to
be more involved with program evaluation to accurately scale the social impact of their programs.

Carnochan, Samples, Austin, and Myers (2017) and MacIndoe and Barman (2013) noted in their research that a number of factors such as scope of outreach and budget size influence their approach program evaluation, particularly in organizations that use program evaluation reports as a means to stay financially afloat. When organizations have the autonomy to formulate their reports, more grey areas are found than it would have been had funding agencies defined program evaluation metrics. Paluta, Lower, Anderson, Gibson, and Iachini (2016) conducted a study that examined the quality of grant funded after school programs that are largely administered by schools and nonprofit organizations. The research question presented by Paluta et al. was how stakeholders with direct involvement with program evaluation perceived the effectiveness of grant funded after school programs.

The grant funded after school programs evaluated in this study were identified as Twenty-First Century Community Learning Centers with three components. The components of the after school programs included literacy and support programs, character education programs, and academic interventions, or tutoring services. The methodology used in this study involved identifying 405 organizations that administers the grant funded after school tutoring program. The 405 organizations were identified through a state owned database. The state database includes information on organizations participating in the grant funded after school programs. At the half-way mark of the academic year, each organization were emailed links to an online 15 to 20 survey for stakeholders to complete.

Paluta et al. (2016) identified stakeholders for the purposes of their study as school employees, community organizations, and business partners. The data collection process
occurred for three months. A total of 3,928 individuals were provided a survey, and 3,388 responded. Within the 3,388 responses, 332 of the 405 organizations were represented. Of the 3,388 responses, 76% were from female participants, 23% were from male participants, and the remaining one percent declined to disclose their gender. As far as race, 80% of the responses were from white/ non-Hispanics, 13% were from African Americans, while the remaining seven percent of responses came from multi-racial and Hispanics. Paluta et al. was able to conclude from their study that stakeholder perceptions regarding the effectiveness of the grant funded after school program were positive.

**Review of Methodological Issues**

Flemming and Closs (2016), Trainor and Leko (2014), and Wascher et al. (2017) indicated that qualitative research is important in the respect that it facilitates promoting data for the use of understanding needs, cases, and behaviors. Cleland (2017) and Wolfe (2017) indicated in their respective studies that qualitative research involves naturalistic observations in effort to understand a phenomenon or case. The studies reviewed in this chapter reflect both observation and documentation of the behaviors, opinions, desires, and needs of individuals relative to nonprofit organizations and public schools. The qualitative studies included in the review of research and methodological literature include a number of strengths including the simplification and management of data without compromising complexity and context (Gwernan-Jones et al., 2016). Approximately 83% of the primary research articles included in the review of research included qualitative research approaches, phenomenological and case study research designs, and interviews, focus groups, and surveys as the research methods.

The studies presented in the review of research and methodological issues underlines Trainor and Leko (2014) and Wolfe’s (2017) assertion that the qualitative research approaches
are conducive to furthering discovery to a scholarly cause. The common documented strengths of the research and methodological literature reviewed is that the qualitative approach allowed researchers to gather data from participants based on their experiences in a way that allows for more comprehensive discovery. Cleland (2017) and Flemming and Closs (2016) underlined that another key distinction of qualitative research designs aligns with the idea that researchers are allowed to generate new ways of understanding new data. At the core of studies analyzed in the review of research and methodological literature is the strength of being able to code and develop themes based on the responses of individuals.

Notable weaknesses in the methodological literature include participant recruitment and retention, ambiguity, and researcher bias. Batterham (2014), Hanza et al. (2016), and Robinson et al. (2016) indicated that participant recruitment and retention for face to face data collection methods such as interviews and focus groups presented more challenges than telephone or internet collection. Batterham (2014) and Cleland (2017) discussed in their respective research that the communication with primary participants and alternates should be of equal effort, in the event alternates are needed. Research by Gomersall and Astell (2015) revealed how open ended questions in interviews and focus groups can allow for ambiguity in qualitative studies.

Hashemifard et al. (2017) and Wolfe 2017 noted that follow up questions allows researchers the opportunity to access more terms that are essential for connecting themes during the coding process. The review of research and methodological literature for this section revealed that qualitative studies are limited, meaning that the findings of such research cannot be generalized. The review of research and methodological literature for this section also revealed that researcher bias is also an area of concern in terms of qualitative research methods. Researcher bias was addressed in number of ways including triangulation, selection of unfamiliar
study sites, and noting assumptions relative to the topic of study at the appropriate time. Jonker and Pennink (2007) explained that triangulation in qualitative research involves the application of multiple data sources. Given (2008) noted that triangulation allows researchers to prove, disprove, or expound upon certain cases.

**Synthesis of Research Findings**

This review of literature provided a plethora of information relative to the scope of this study, which connects nonprofit organizations, transformational leadership, and public education; however, in my observation most research stopped short of assessing the impact nonprofit organizations and their programs have on transforming struggling public schools that serve inner city students. The research findings accent the themes of nonprofit organization administration, public education reform, and transformational leadership as provided in the conceptual framework. Through the review of more than 500 and the inclusion of more than 140 primary, scholarly articles, I was able to establish that the connection between nonprofit organizations and schools exist, linked by inadvertent shared missions that ultimately impact people (Ford & Ihrke, 2016; Paarlberg, Nesbit, Clerkin, & Christensen, 2014; Temple & Reynolds, 2015).

Nonprofit organizations that specialize in assisting other public sector organizations have grown expediently over the last decade (Ertas & Roch, 2014; Tell, 2015). Research shared by Joppa, Rizzo, Nieves, and Brown, 2016, and Minzer, Klerman, Markovitz, and Fink, 2014 underlined the position of nonprofit organizations responding to the needs of community. Hlalele and Tsotetsi (2016), Human-Vogel and Dippenaar (2013), and Tannehill and McPhail (2017) indicated in their research the significance of promoting effective nonprofit programs that serve public sector organizations such as public hospitals and schools. The research of
Carnochan, Samples, Austin, and Myers (2017) and MacIndoe and Barman (2013) further indicated that while the intent of such programs and partnerships are positive, program evaluation is essential to determining effectiveness. In regard to organizational effectiveness, Beltramo (2014), Dodson (2015), Grarock and Morrissey (2013), and Men (2014) clarified within their research that soliciting the perceptions of individuals within the organization is important as they have firsthand experiences of programs, practices, strengths, and weaknesses.

The research and methodological literature reviewed presents themes that shapes the foundation of studying the perceptions of educators regarding the impact nonprofits have on the performance, culture, and climate of K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community classified as academically unacceptable. The three themes that emerged from this review of research and methodological literature encompasses acknowledgement that partnerships between nonprofit organizations and struggling schools exist, program evaluation is essential to measuring the overall scope and reach of programs, and that input from stakeholders is essential to organizational development and transformation. These three themes connect the relevance of studying the perceptions of educators regarding the impact nonprofits have on the performance, culture, and climate of K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community classified as academically unacceptable.

**Critique of Previous Research**

The research and methodological literature reviewed in this chapter accents the overall scope and conceptual framework of the study. The conceptual framework focuses on connecting the themes of nonprofit organizations, public education reform, and transformational leadership. The research findings provided by Jia, Jiuqing, and Hale (2017), Men (2014), and Suh (2016)
underlined the theme of transformational leadership presented by Burns (2013). The findings from Jia et al., Men, and Suh acknowledged human capital is essential to organizational change.

The research and methodological literature presented in this review confirms that a significant amount of research has been done that acknowledges the relationships between nonprofit organizations and public schools (Ford & Ihrke, 2016; Paarlberg, Nesbit, Clerkin, & Christensen, 2014; Temple & Reynolds, 2015). Additionally, said research has shown that nonprofit programs tend to accent existing initiatives supported by schools and community; however, gaps exists between the research and methodological literature in terms of measuring or exploring the impact nonprofit programs have on annual performance ratings of schools identified as struggling academically (Paarlberg, et. al., 2014). Specifically, the research and methodological literature presented in this section connects the relevance of nonprofit organizations and schools, but gaps are presented in recent research (Temple & Reynolds, 2015). Recent research is extensive in discussing how community partnerships impact relationships, participation, and engagement in public schools, but lacks in distinguishing how established programs and processes within such partnerships directly impact annual performance ratings (Horvath & Harazin, 2016; Jungert, 2014; Kumari, 2016). The review of research and methodological literature for this study underlines the assertion that nonprofit programs are inspired by various social phenomena. The review of research and methodological literature also revealed a gap in the program evaluation aspect of measuring social impact, meaning nonprofit programs are typically evaluated internally (Arvidson & Lyon, 2014; Mitchell & Berlan, 2016). Collaborative program evaluation processes between nonprofits and partnering organizations is rare, as nonprofit organizations typically channel their program evaluation activities to conciliate donors, prospective volunteers, and competitive grant funding agencies.
The research findings by Delgado (2015) and Miguel and Gargano (2017) signify that the theme of public education reform as outlined by Mann (1845) is relevant in academia, as the number of terminal degrees with a specialization in educational leadership has increased. Research provided by Groble and Brudney (2016), and Seaworth (2012) supported the inclusion of nonprofit organizations and their respective programs as a means of scholarly inquiry; however, because nonprofit studies as an academic major and discipline is a rather new phenomenon, literature on nonprofit education is limited. I noticed in my review of research literature that there were studies provided by Alves (2014), Patel, Schmid, and Hochfeld (2012), and Valero, Jung, and Andrew (2015) inadvertently connected the themes of nonprofit organization administration, education, and transformational leadership.

While there are studies that acknowledge the relationship between nonprofit organizations and schools, I could not locate any recent qualitative or quantitative research literature that takes into account the perceptions of educators or parents regarding the effectiveness of such programs as a school turnaround intervention that is reflected in annual school performance reports. The research methods in their studies encompassed phenomenology, case studies, and narrative inquiry research. Evaluating perceptions of individuals for the purpose of scholarly research is not limited to qualitative research approaches (Aronson, Janke, & Traynor 2012; Larkin & O’Connor, 2017). Generally, research involving perceptions of individuals is associated with qualitative research designs (Aronson, et al., 2012). I found from extensive research literature searches that qualitative approaches in terms of exploring perspectives tend to yield more data for observation. Delphi studies provide insight on perceptions, but its use of multiple round surveys eliminates the researcher’s ability to code extensively (Stewart, Lambert, Ulmer, Witt, & Carraway 2017).
Summary

In summary, I have presented research literature that encompasses the following: Characteristics of Schools Classified as academically unacceptable, Transforming Schools through Community Engagement, Public Education and the Nonprofit Sector, Using Input to Achieve Organizational Change, and Using Program Evaluation to Measure Social Impact. Each of these topics support the conceptual framework of exploring the perceptions of educators regarding how nonprofit programs impact the culture and climate of K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community. The review of research and methodological literature will be followed by the review of methodological issues, synthesis of research findings and critique of previous research. In the next chapter, I will discuss the research method for this study.
Chapter 3: Methodology

The academic performance of select K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community have been officially classified by the state department of education as academically unacceptable (Louisiana Department of Education, 2016). This means schools did not achieve pre-established benchmarks relative to academics and attendance. Research supports that nonprofit organizations engage with public schools to promote their respective missions (Mozolic & Shuster, 2016; Weinstein & Israel, 2014). Research also supports that nonprofit programs exist to target specific needs within a school setting; however, there is limited recent research that explores the impact nonprofit organizations have on the performance, culture, and climate of schools classified as academically unacceptable in the urban southern communities in the United States through the perceptions of educators (Brown, 2013; Weiwei & Qiushi, 2016; Yan, Guo, & Paarlberg, 2014).

For this study, I explored the perceptions of educators regarding how nonprofit programs impact the performance, culture, and climate of K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community, classified as academically unacceptable by the Louisiana Department of Education. This study involved teachers from K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community that have existing partnerships with nonprofit organizations. In this chapter I will discuss the research questions, purpose of the study, the research population and sampling method, instrumentation, and data collection. I will also discuss data analysis procedures for this study. I will also discuss the limitations of the research design for this study. I will conclude this chapter with discussing validation and expected findings along with ethical issues.
**Research Questions**

This study focused on the perceptions of educators regarding the impact nonprofit programs have on the performance, culture, and climate of their school. The educators participating in this study represented schools that were classified by the state department of education as being academically unacceptable during the 2014-2015, 2015-2016, and 2016-2017 school years. The research questions that guided this study consists of the following:

1. How do teachers at K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community classified as academically unacceptable perceive the impact nonprofit programs have on annual school performance ratings?

2. How do teachers at K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community classified as academically unacceptable perceive the impact nonprofit programs have on school culture and climate?

**Purpose and Design of the Study**

The purpose of this case study was to explore how teachers working in K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community perceived the impact nonprofit programs have on the performance, culture, and climate of their school. Louisiana educators are often tasked with balancing red-tape while complying with other demands on their jobs, while not having the opportunity to provide input to policy makers or central administration regarding the impact or effectiveness of programs (Schneider, 2014, 2015). Since 2000, hundreds of nonprofit organizations have positioned themselves as an external intervention towards addressing challenges in schools identified as academically unacceptable (GuideStar, 2018).

Educators who have direct contact with students are likely able to reflect upon their daily experiences to determine the effectiveness or impact of certain programs and initiatives (Ford &
Research literature acknowledges the scope and connections between nonprofit organizations, structural reforms in education, community engagement and investment, and program evaluation to measure social impact; however, recent research that explores the perceptions of educators regarding the impact nonprofit sanctioned programs and services have on structural reforms in a cluster of schools classified as academically unacceptable (Brown, 2013; Guo & Paarlberg, 2014; Weiwei & Qiushi, 2016).

This study included a qualitative research approach and a single case study as the research design. Creswell (2013) and Yin (2014) indicated that a case study prompts the researcher to explore realistic, contemporary cases over an established period of time. The aforementioned are conducted through what Creswell describes as in-depth data collection methods, sometimes involving multiple sources of information. Creswell (2013) further explained that case studies help researchers achieve understanding of participants relative to perceptions of programs, processes, or policies. This case is bound by geographical location, specific nonprofit programs, specific school ratings, and grade configurations. A single case study was appropriate for this study in the respect that effort is being made to understand the impact nonprofit programs have on the annual performance ratings, culture, and climate of schools classified as academically unacceptable in an urban Louisiana community through the perceptions of educators (Yin, 2014).

Because school performance scores and other data released by the state education agency only includes information relative to standardized test performance and attendance, it was necessary to explore the impact of nonprofit programs through the perceptions of educators. These educators have intimate knowledge of both their personal involvement with these
organizations, and the students they teach. In that respect, the educators who participated in this study were able to competently connect, through observation and experiences, how nonprofit sanctioned programs and services accent the school’s mission of fostering culture and climate, which ultimately impacts school performance ratings (Minor & Benner, 2018; Reaves, McMahon, Duffy, & Ruiz, 2018). Emphasis on specific school performance ratings numerically, from direct reports permits deductive disclosure, which compromises the confidentiality of participants.

Through salient examples, educators connected how nonprofit sanctioned programs and services impact culture, climate, and school performance. Simply reviewing school report cards released by the state does not provide sufficient information that discloses partnerships with organizations such as nonprofits, which makes exploring the impact through the perceptions of educators the most feasible approach. In terms of exploring perceptions of educators regarding the impact nonprofit organizations have on the performance, culture, and climate of schools, the data collection process for this study included surveys, focus group discussions, and interviews guided by open-ended questions and follow ups.

Yin (2014) noted that single case studies involving small groups provide understanding to general experiences of persons or institutions. While states have varying accountability systems, there are metrics in place that appraises the annual performance of schools (Louisiana Department of Education, 2018). Research indicates that academic disparities exists in nearly every urbanized community within the United States system (Huang & Sebastian, 2015; McDonough, 2015). Yin asserted that utilizing a case study as the research design will ensure that the study addresses ideas and questions pertaining to nonprofit interventions and how they
impact the performance, culture, and climate of K-8 schools classified as academically unacceptable in an urban Louisiana community.

**Research Population and Sampling Method**

Creswell (2013) suggested using between five and 25 participants for interviews in qualitative studies; he also suggested using between five and eight participants for focus group discussions in case studies. The targeted number of participants in this study was eight to 12 educators, including four to six classroom teachers representing elementary grades K-5, and four to six classroom teachers representing middle grades six to eight from schools in an urban Louisiana community that were classified as academically unacceptable by the state department of education during the 2014-2015, 2015-2016, and 2016-2017 school years. The participants represented K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community, classified by the state department of education as academically unacceptable that are engaged with nonprofit organizations.

Purposeful, homogenous sampling was the technique used for participant recruitment. The participants were purposefully selected through identifying nonprofits that has existing partnerships with public schools classified as academically unacceptable. Creswell (2011) and Palinkas, Horwitz, Green, Wisdom, Duan, and Hoagwood (2015) indicated that purposeful, homogenous sampling is a technique in which people, units, or cases encompass similar characteristics. In the case of this study, the participants all represent schools within the same community, each are practicing classroom teachers, each participant represents schools with designation of academically unacceptable by the state department of education, and all teachers have worked in the schools during the 2014-2015, 2015-2016, and 2016-2017 school sessions. Creswell and Palinkas et al. indicated that purposeful, homogenous sampling is applicable to studies driven by research questions seeking to address issues specific to a particular group. This
was achieved by using the GuideStar nonprofit database to identify nonprofit organizations by region and mission statement terms. The GuideStar database permitted the input of specific terms such as education, schools, academic, students, and improvement in addition to narrowing search items by geographic location. Once search results were provided, I located four nonprofits with different programs and mission statements that work with a cluster of schools classified as academically unacceptable.

Upon receiving approval from the IRB at Concordia University (Appendix A), I proceeded with the participant recruitment process (Appendix B). After receiving administrative approval from the school district officials the following day (Appendix C), I introduced this study via email (Appendix D) to 50 teachers from five schools officially classified as academically unacceptable by the state department of education that has existing partnerships with nonprofit organizations. I explained that I needed eight to 12 total volunteer participants for the study – four to six teachers from the K-5 grade configuration, and four to six teachers from the sixth through eighth grade configuration. A timeline of 120 hours, or five business days was provided for response.

I was able to secure the maximum number targeted for participants, which was 12: six elementary educators and six middle school educators. Selection for the initial participants was made based on those who replied first. The remaining respondents were consenting alternates. I explained that no compensation of any kind would be provided to participants. I also expressed written and verbal gratitude for their time and participation (Appendix E). During the established time of 120 hours for consent form review, I allowed volunteers to ask questions relative to their role as participants in the study. After the participants granted consent in writing, I began the data collection process.
Instrumentation

Instrumentation in research consists of the tools and conditions by which the researcher measure objects of interest to their study in the data-collection process (Salkind, 2010). Instrumentation for this study consisted of analyzing data from participant interviews, focus group discussions, and a survey. Creswell (2013) indicated that interviews, focus groups, surveys, documents, and reports are acceptable forms sources of information that can be used in case studies. Participants were prompted in their interviews (Appendix F) and focus group discussions (Appendix G) to detail how programs and services provided through nonprofit organization partnerships impact the transformation efforts within their school building. A total of nine questions and statements were used to drive the interview and focus group discussions. The survey (Appendix H) included a Likert Scale of eight questions with a range of one to five ranging from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree. Participants were prompted in the surveys to indicate on a scale of one to five how they feel regarding the impact of specific programs provided through nonprofit partnerships. The survey responses are provided in Table 2 within the discussion of data and results. Questions were created to incorporate specific nonprofit programs such as teenage pregnancy prevention, fight diversion, teacher professional development, literacy initiatives, and truancy to help direct the individual interviews and focus group discussions.

Data Collection

The three methods for collecting data for this study included individual interviews, two focus group discussions, and a survey. The first means of data collection involved individual interviews of all participants. These data collection methods encompassed prompting educators to discuss through salient examples how nonprofit programs impact school culture, climate, and ultimately school performance ratings. Published school performance rating reports only include
information relative to performance on standardized tests and attendance (Louisiana Department of Education, 2017). Educator participants are able to connect through examples and experiences how specific programs have contributed to changes in culture and climate. Educator participants also have the ability to connect how such programs may contribute culture, climate, and school performance. School report cards and data from state education agencies do not reflect quantification, nor qualification of how nonprofit partnerships impact culture, climate, and school performance.

The individual interviews involving the 12 participants took place in a neutral setting away from public school campuses, at a local library conference room, and each interview took place in 30 minute intervals during a six hour block. The second means of data collection involved two focus group discussions. The two focus group discussions were for elementary and middle school teacher participants, respectively. Each focus group had six discussants. Like the interviews, the focus group discussions took place in a neutral setting away from public school campuses, at a local library conference room. The interviews and focus group discussions involved open ended questions (Appendixes F and G). The questions used for the interviews and focus groups were similar in effort to triangulate data effectively.

The focus group discussions lasted two hours each. I utilized the voice memorization feature on my mobile tablet and laptop computer to record the responses of the participants. The purpose of two devices recording was for backup in the event there is a device malfunction. A malfunction did not occur. Although the interviews and focus group discussion were recorded, I made written notes during each session. The contents of the recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim. The recorded contents were properly discarded immediately after transcription took place. The third means of data collection involved a survey that was provided
to the 12 participants after both the interviews and focus group discussions ended. Each participant was emailed a link to an IRB approved web-based survey through Qualtrics (Appendix H). The survey included a Likert Scale of eight questions with a range of one to five ranging from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree. Participants were each provided unique user name and password credentials to access the survey. Links to the survey were emailed directly to each participant.

**Identification of Attributes**

Because this study was rooted in exploring the perceptions of educators regarding the impact nonprofits have on academically unacceptable schools in an urban Louisiana community, communication and collaboration are the two attributes that defined this study. Social organizations have a dual responsibility as it relates to internal and external functions. Schmuck, Bell, and Bell (2012) asserted that the engagements of organizations accentuates components reflective of collaboration, understanding the importance and application of team work, ensuring a strong relationship with constituents, and skills in governance, decision making, and problem solving. From an external perspective, such organizations have to ensure effectiveness towards their respective clientele. Clientele from the external perspective can have direct dealings with the organization such as patients, students, or advising.

LaFasto and Larson (2001) noted that teamwork and collaborative effort is the process whereby “people with different views and perspectives coming together, putting aside their narrow self-interests, and discussing issues openly and supportively in an attempt to solve a larger problem” (p.18). Rosen (2013) added to this definition by stating that collaboration is “working together to create value while sharing a virtual or physical space” (p.15). Additionally, Rosen (2013) shared ten cultural elements that are present in organizations that facilitate
collaboration. The ten cultural elements shared by Rosen are developing trust, sharing ideas, having common goals, embracing innovation, exploring if the physical/virtual environment is conductive to collaboration, collaborative chaos: making room for the unexpected, constructive confrontation: taking a stance on the idea and not the person, communication, increasing the senses of community or belongingness, and creating value to bring competitive advantages.

**Data Analysis Procedures**

Ramlo (2015) explained that qualitative data is often subjective and rich in nature. He further added such data is presented in words as opposed to numbers typically used in quantitative research. Flick (2013) noted that data analysis in qualitative studies includes the systematic process of examining and coding contents from interview transcripts, researcher notes from observation, and other text-based materials to further enhance understanding of contemporary cases. The data analysis plan included:

1. Transcribing verbatim all interactions from the individual interviews, focus group discussions, and surveys.

2. Implementing open coding. This allowed a probe for important statements from individual participants that have specific application to nonprofit programs and services. Important statements will include illustrative words, expressions, or sentences that have a specific meaning to each participant as they recount their experiences (Boeije, 2014). I created a list of connotations that are commonly used between participants in their experience with nonprofit programs and services.

3. Implementing axial coding. This allowed me to explore the connections between categories presented by the participants in the interviews, focus group discussions, and
surveys (Boeije, 2014). I looked for common themes experienced by all participants in their work as educators working with nonprofit programs and services.

The participants in the case study represent diverse roles within the school building, which establishes the use of multiple data sources in the data collection process. Assigned roles within an organization and the experiences that follows shape varying worldviews. This is defined as triangulation. Jonker and Pennink (2007) explained that triangulation in qualitative research involves the application of multiple data sources. Given (2008) noted that triangulation allows researchers to prove, disprove, or expound upon certain cases.

The interpretation of data from open coding began with scanning terms to seek distinct concepts and categories from the responses provided in the interviews, surveys, and focus group discussions by case study participants. In addition to seeking distinct concepts and categories from the responses provided in the interviews, focus group discussions and survey responses, I categorized contents from the data based on relevance. Getter, et al. (2016) and Ludden, O'Brien, and Pasch (2017) explained that with open coding researchers use highlights and other notations in effort to distinguish between categories or themes presented through the data collection process. I used multi-color highlighters as a means to both organize common terms and concepts presented in the interview transcripts. From there I used the highlighted, common terms presented in the data to formulate an outline.

Unlike axial coding, open coding focuses primarily on terms to clarify concepts and categories (Getter, et al., 2016). The concepts and themes presented from common terms found in open coding allows for axial coding to take place. The interpretation of data from axial coding was done by re-reading the interview and focus group discussion transcripts from case study participants, confirming that the categories and themes found through open coding accurate
reflect the responses provided (Glaser & Strauss, 2013). Axial coding allowed me to explore how the concepts and categories are related through noting common terms, ideas, and reflections.

**Limitations of the Research Design**

The limitations presented in the research design of this study included the level of certification obtained by teachers, representatives for each grade level in the study, years of experience, and the number of respondents consenting to participation in the study. The aforementioned limitations reflect the participants of the study, and the demographic of teachers within the community targeted in this study, and cannot be generalized to other populations where nonprofit sanctioned programs interact with urban public schools. Bartlett and Vavrus (2016) explained that while case studies are fitting for studying applied and social sciences such as education, criminal justice, psychology and social work, limitations exist.

Merriam and Netcoh (2017) noted that limitations of case studies include complexities in generalizing the results to apply to the general population, incorporation of the researcher bias, and the amount of time it takes to collect and analyze data. Although there are limitations to case studies, Blomdahl (2017) and Fusch and Ness (2017) indicated in their respective research that the aforementioned limitations can be addressed if the researcher incorporates triangulation which requires the collection of data from multiple sources to ensure validity. For this study, triangulation was achieved through the use of multiple data sources including interviews, focus group discussions, and surveys. Dogan (2016) and Preetha (2014) noted in their research that the bias of the research should be addressed in the ethical consideration section.
Validation

Internal Validity

Triangulation through the use of multiple data collection methods was employed to ensure validation of the findings from this study. Individual interviews, two focus group discussions, and surveys were the instruments used to collect data for this study. Peters and Nielsen (2017) noted that internal validity confirms how sound an instrument is measured in a qualitative study. Yin (2014) noted that case studies must encompass data collection procedures that are varied in effort clarify any potential instances of ambiguity. Creswell (2013) noted single case studies provide for reasonable inquiry into contemporary qualitative research approaches. Creswell and Yin (2014) noted that surveys, interviews, and focus groups permits participants to make connections of content, reflect, and elaborate in detail, further establishing credibility to the study.

Dependability

In qualitative research, dependability refers to the level of data stability over time and conditions. For this study, dependability was reflected in the consistency of items and questions presented in the interviews, focus group discussions, and surveys. The interview, focus group, and survey items each reflect the conceptual framework and research questions that guided this study. When considering the dependability of data, it was important to question whether the findings of a research inquiry will be the same if similar participants in a similar fashion as initially done (Bukowski, 2016). In the case of this study, participants were selected from multiple school buildings within the same community. The items for this study were designed so that educators could provide substantive input relative to their perceptions on how nonprofit sanctioned programs impact performance, culture, and climate of schools rated academically
unacceptable in an urban Louisiana community. Dependability allows other researchers to achieve similar findings and conclusions about data.

**Confirmability**

Connelly (2016) noted that confirmability in qualitative research refers to objectivity and how the findings of research are supported by the data collected. She further added that confirmability reflects the voice of participants and the conditions of the study. For this study, confirmability was established by including data collection methods such as interviews (Appendix F), focus groups (Appendix G), and surveys (Appendix H) from the participating elementary and middle school educators. Each of the aforementioned data collection methods reflects the voice of the 12 participants in this study. The interview, focus group, and survey items reflect the research questions that guided this study. Various data collection methods such as interviews, focus group discussions, and surveys contribute to objectivity in qualitative research (Creswell, 2013). Confirmability does not encompass researcher bias.

**Expected Findings**

Prior to conducting the data collection portion of the study, I expected to arrive to at least four findings significant to answering the research questions guiding this study. I expected the first finding from the case study to affirm that the relationships between nonprofit organizations and public schools classified as academically unacceptable is generally positive. I also expected that the perceptions of the educators involved in the study will also be generally positive. Thirdly, I expected the participants to discuss explicit incidences that shape the scope of impact nonprofit organizations have on improving the performance, culture, and climate of schools. I expected that interviews, surveys, and focus groups discussions with educator participants would adequately answer the research questions pertaining to how nonprofit sanctioned programs
impact culture, climate, and student performance on assessments, which ultimately impacts the annual school performance rating (Louisiana Department of Education, 2016). School performance ratings and reports only provide information relative to data on assessments and attendance. Educator perceptions are essential because, they are able to draw connections through examples, in explaining the impact nonprofit programs have on culture, climate, and ultimately school performance. I expected my findings would answer the research questions presented.

**Ethical Issues**

**Conflict of Interest Assessment**

I served as investigator of this study, in addition professional role as academic counselor with an organization that is not affiliated with any aspect of this study. There were no potential instances of bias towards the participants as I did not have a relationship or direct association of any form. None of the participants in the study have any relationships with the Concordia University System in the capacity of student, alumni, or employee. This was verified through cross checking degrees and credentials through the online (public access) educator lookup service provided by the state department of education.

**Researcher’s Position**

I avoided ambiguity, biases, and deviation off topic by only discussing what the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Concordia University approved for this study. I have never and will not visit the campus of the selected schools, as I want to avoid social interaction and any potential preconceived ideas with participants. Interviews and the focus group discussion were be held offsite of the schools in the meeting room at the local public library. I did not share any information about the report to individual participants, and will refrain from doing so until the
whole group has been notified. At the beginning and end of each data collection session, I reminded participants they signed a consent form and that the study is confidential. I also reminded them to refrain from sharing information until the study has officially concluded.

**Ethical Issues in the Study**

I made the IRB aware of explicit details regarding methodology, data collection procedures, recruitment, instrumentation for the study. Once permission was granted to conduct my study by the IRB, I worked to ensure that the identities of communities, schools, nonprofit organizations, and participants was not compromised – this is referred to as eliminating deductive disclosure. All data collected was saved to a secured cloud account and external drive. The data has also been printed, boxed, and stored in secure keeping for minimum of five years, and will be provided to the IRB or university if needed.

**Summary**

I have presented the research questions, purpose and design of the study, research population and sampling method. I also presented the instrumentation methods, data collection procedures, and limitations of the research design. I wrapped up this chapter by discussing validation, expected findings, and addressing ethical issues. Through triangulation, the methodology used in the study explored the perceptions of educators regarding the impact nonprofit organizations have on improving K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community that are classified as academically unacceptable by the state department of education. The data solicited from the interviews, focus group discussions, and surveys provided findings on how nonprofit organizations impact the transformation efforts of K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community, through the perceptions of educators.
Chapter 4: Data Analysis and Results

The purpose of this qualitative case study was to explore how teachers working in K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community during the 2014-2015, 2015-2016, and 2016-2017 school years perceived the impact nonprofit programs have on the performance, culture, and climate of their school. To ensure validity, data was collected using three methods: individual interviews, focus group discussions, and surveys. Jonker and Pennink (2007) explained that triangulation in qualitative research involves the application of multiple data sources. Given (2008) explained that triangulation permits researchers to prove, disprove, or expound upon certain cases. In this chapter I will discuss the description of the research sample, research methodology and analysis, summary of the findings, presentation of summary and results, and a summary of the chapter. I conducted participant recruitment, developed the interview, focus group, and survey items, in addition to administering them to the participants in the study. Additionally, I was responsible for transcribing, coding, and analyzing the contents from the data collection process to answer the following research questions:

1. How do teachers at K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community classified as academically unacceptable perceive the impact nonprofit programs have on annual school performance ratings?

2. How do teachers at K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community classified as academically unacceptable perceive the impact nonprofit programs have on school culture and climate?

Upon gaining full approval from the IRB on February 6, 2018, I secured permission from the appropriate district officials to recruit participants for my study. Permission from school
district officials was granted in writing with the appropriate signatures affixed on February 7, 2018. The statement of permission accents the requirements as established in the research method section and IRB application. Participant recruitment began on February 15, 2018, and the desired number of participants for the study, including a pool of alternates was secured on February 23, 2018. The data collection process, including 12 individual interviews, two focus group discussions, and the completion of 12 surveys took place between March 2, 2018 and March 3, 2018 – which was during a weekend, providing adequate participation time. Specifically, the 12 individual interviews were held on Friday, March 2, 2018 during a six hour block. The six hour block allowed for thirty minutes of interview time with each individual participant. The following day, I facilitated two focus group discussions for elementary and middle school teachers, respectively. The focus group discussions lasted two hours each.

Following the focus group discussions, each participant was provided a link, username, and password to access the survey. This was done to protect the integrity of the survey. The surveys were created and administered through Qualtrics. The transcription of interviews took place between March 4, 2018 and March 5, 2018. The transcription of the focus group discussions took place between March 6, 2018 and March 7, 2018. I analyzed data collected from the surveys between March 8, 2018 and March 9, 2018. The coding of interview responses took place between March 12, 2018 and March 14, 2018. The coding of focus group responses took place between March 15, 2018 and March 18, 2018. I thoroughly analyzed and made written notes about all of the data collected through interviews, focus group discussions, and surveys between March 19, 2018 and March 23, 2018. The recorded interviews and focus groups were immediately and properly discarded following transcription. All written comments, notes, and appropriate forms are secured in a confidential location.
**Description of the Sample**

This study took place in a Louisiana metropolitan area, greater than 400,000 residents, representing more than 12 urban residential communities, and where at least a 25% of its elementary (K-5) and middle school (grades sixth through eight) campuses have been classified by the state department of education as being academically unacceptable as a result of low annual performance marks. Purposeful, homogenous sampling was used for this study. Creswell (2011) and Palinkas, Horwitz, Green, Wisdom, Duan, and Hoagwood (2015) noted that purposeful, homogenous sampling is a method in which people, units, or cases involve similarities. In the case of this study, similarities include teachers working at schools in an urban Louisiana community that have been classified as academically unacceptable during the 2014-2015, 2015-2016, and 2016-2017 school sessions. The partnerships that these schools have with nonprofit organizations in the specific areas of after school enrichment, community learning centers, mini grant programs for teachers, fight diversion, and sex respect/teenage pregnancy prevention. Creswell and Palinkas et al. added that purposeful, homogenous sampling is appropriate for qualitative studies driven by research questions seeking to address issues specific to a particular group.

Purposeful, homogenous sampling was the technique used for participant recruitment. The participants were purposefully selected through identifying nonprofits that has existing partnerships with public schools classified as academically unacceptable. This was achieved by using the GuideStar nonprofit database to identify nonprofit organizations by region and mission statement terms. The GuideStar database permitted input to of specific terms such as *education, schools, academic, students*, and *improvement* in addition to narrowing search items by
geographic location. Once search results were provided, I located four nonprofits with different programs and mission statements that work with a cluster of schools classified as academically unacceptable in the areas of after school enrichment programs, community learning centers, sex respect/ teenage pregnancy prevention, fight diversion, and mini grant programs.

Creswell (2013) advised using between five and 25 participants for interviews in qualitative studies; he further advised that a range of five and eight participants for focus group discussions were appropriate for qualitative case studies. The recruitment process included introducing the study to 50 educators working in schools applicable to the study, with the goal of securing a minimum of eight but not more than 12 participants. The participants would reflect the overall demographic of teachers working in schools reflected in this study, representing an average of 14 years of classroom teaching experience. The number of participants in this study was 12 educators, including six classroom teachers representing elementary grades K-5, and six classroom teachers representing middle grades six through eight from schools in an urban Louisiana community that were classified as academically unacceptable by the state department of education during the 2014-2015, 2015-2016, and 2016-2017 school years. Nine of the participants were African American, two of the participants were white, and one teacher identified as other. Only one of the participants identified as being male.

There was no purposeful inclusion or exclusion of vulnerable population groups for this study. Participants were contacted via their professional email accounts with permission of the school district. The email explained that permission has been granted from the district to contact them. I further explained the purpose of the study and what would be required of the participants in terms of time and participation. Demographic, credentialing, and years of experience information on each participant was provided through responses from the first set of interview
questions, and was verified through public educator look up, furnished through the department of education, pursuant to the Louisiana Sunshine Law, which in part permits the release of public records. Each participant has been provided an alias to ensure confidentiality.

Table 1

*Participant Demographics*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alias</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Grade/Subject</th>
<th>Experience (Years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>5 – Mathematics/Science</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>4 – Self Contained/SPED</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marva</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>6 – English/ Social Studies</td>
<td>05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheila</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>3 – Self Contained (Regular)</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darius</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>4 – Mathematics/Science</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesha</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>8 – History, Arts and English</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>8 – Mathematics/Science</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcie</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>7 – Inclusion (SPED)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>2 – Self Contained (Regular)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>K – Self Contained (Regular)</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>6 – Physical Education/Math</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>7 – S.T.E.M. Electives</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Research Methodology and Analysis*

The research for this study included a qualitative research approach and a single case study as the research design. Creswell (2013) and Yin (2014) specified that a single case study enables the researcher to explore realistic, contemporary cases over an established period of time. The above-mentioned are channeled through what Creswell describes as in-depth data collection methods, sometimes involving multiple sources of information. The established period of times for this case study included the 2014-2015, 2015-2016, and 2016-2017 school years. Creswell (2013) further explained that case studies help researchers achieve understanding of participants relative to perceptions of programs, processes, or policies. A single case study was appropriate for this study because effort was made to understand the impact nonprofit programs have on the performance, culture, and climate of schools classified as
academically unacceptable in an urban Louisiana community through the perceptions of educators (Yin, 2014).

Upon receiving the desired number of participants conducive to the study, each participant was provided with directions relative to interview and focus group discussions via email. Regarding the individual interviews, each participant was given an assigned time to arrive for their interview. Prior to the interview, I introduced myself, and reintroduced the purpose of the study. I asked the participants did they have any questions or concerns relative to the interviewing process or study. I reminded the participants to refrain from disclosing any content from the interviews, and that no compensation of any kind would be provided for their time. From there, I proceeded with asking open-ended questions relative to perceptions of nonprofit programs and the impact they have on the performance, culture, and climate of academically unacceptable K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community. Once the recorded questions and responses were completed, I reminded the participants to refrain from disclosing details of the study or interview. I asked if they had any questions or comments.

In order to answer the research questions, three methods for collecting data included individual interviews, two focus group discussions, and a survey administered through Qualtrics. The first form of data collection in order to answer the research questions involved individual interviews of the 12 participants. The individual interviews took place in at a public library conference room, with each interview commencing in 30 minute intervals during a six hour block. The second form of data collection involved two focus group discussions. The two focus group discussions were for elementary and middle school teacher participants, respectively. Each focus group had a panel of six discussants. Similar to the interviews, the focus group
discussions took place in a neutral setting away from public school campuses, at a local library 
conference room.

The interviews and focus group discussions involved open ended questions (Appendixes F and G). The questions used for the interviews and focus groups were similar in effort to triangulate data effectively. The focus group discussions lasted two hours each. I utilized the voice memorization feature on my mobile tablet and laptop computer to record the responses of the participants. The purpose of two devices recording was for backup in the event there is a device malfunction. No malfunction with the either of the recording devices occurred before, during, nor after the data collection process. I also made written notes during each session. The contents of the recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim. The recorded contents were properly discarded immediately after transcription took place. The third form of data collection involved a survey that was provided to the 12 participants after both the interviews and focus group discussions ended. Each participant was emailed a link to an IRB approved web-based survey through Qualtrics (Appendix G). The survey included 8 questions with a range of 1 to 5 ranging from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree. The survey contents reflected what was asked during the interviews and focus group discussions to ensure validity. Participants were each provided unique user name and password credentials to access the survey.

Flick (2013) explained that data analysis in qualitative studies comprises of the systematic process of examining and coding contents from interview transcripts, researcher notes from observation, and other text-based materials to further enhance understanding of realistic, contemporary cases. The data analysis plan for this case study included: transcribing verbatim all interactions from the individual interviews, focus group discussions, and surveys. Open coding allowed me to explore important statements from individual participants that have
specific application to nonprofit programs and services. Axial Coding allowed me to explore the connections between categories presented by the participants in the interviews, focus group discussions, and surveys (Boeije, 2014).

Saldaña (1999) noted that codes in qualitative research encompasses single words or phrases that assigns attributes to data reflective of language or graphics. Coding permits the researcher to link data collected to the idea of the study. Saldaña (2015) further explained that such data can be found in the transcripts from interviews and notes from observations, among other documents that may be relevant to the data collection of a particular study.

Saldaña (1999) also noted that coding manually permits the researcher to have more control over and the ownership over the work, while acknowledging that electronic coding software permits the researcher to store, organize, and manage data for verification and reflection. For the purpose of this study and as advised by Saldaña, open and axial coding was done manually, followed by entering the contents from the transcripts onto the MAXQDA software for organization. Saldaña (2015) urged that MAXQDA among three other programs is effective for managing and organizing data. Axial coding according to Saldaña (1999) further expounds upon open coding, and is most appropriate for analyzing data from interview transcripts and notes.

The topics covered in the interviews, focus group discussions, and the survey were designed to answer two research questions dealing with the perception of educators regarding the impact nonprofit programs have on the annual performance of schools classified as academically unacceptable, in addition to their perceptions regarding the impact nonprofit programs have on culture and climate of schools classified as academically unacceptable in an urban Louisiana community. In order to answer the first research question, participants were prompted to discuss
their familiarity with and thoughts on programs in the area of after school for all, community learning centers, sex respect/teenage pregnancy prevention, fight diversion, and the mini grant programs.

The interpretation of data from open coding included scanning terms to seek distinct concepts and categories from the responses provided in the interviews, surveys, and focus group discussions by case study participants. When looking at the transcripts from the interviews, I immediately recognized repetitive terms and similar phrases used by participants when answering interview questions and focus group discussions. Pertaining to data collected to answer how educators perceived the impact nonprofit programs have on the annual school performance rating, frequent terms and phrases included, tardiness, attendance, perfect attendance, lower suspensions, keeping students in class, presence, appearance, turnout, motivated to attend school, motivated to attend class, regular attendance, rolcall, burden reduced on preparation, less preparation, add to lessons, supplemental, supplement teaching, alleviate lesson planning pressure, simple lesson planning, adjusting to new standards, clarifying, networking with other teachers, shared successful strategies, best instructional practices, interventions, response to interventions, academic assistance, direct supplemental instruction, catch up, benchmarks, extended learning sessions, applied learning, field trips, relevance to instruction, new technology, computers, tablets, college credit, materials, instructional materials, manuals, guides, books, supplies, resources, funding, and sponsor. Pertaining to data collected to answer how educators perceived the impact nonprofit programs have on school culture and climate, frequent, open terms and phrases from the interview and focus group discussions included, discipline, fewer fights, low student confrontations, disruptions, infractions, referrals, fight diversion, motivation, incentive, habitual offense,
reduced fights, trainings, workshops, teacher in-service, conferences, institutes, professional development, PD (professional development), attitudes, motivation, encouragement, morale, self-esteem, pride, positive attitudes, improved communication, improved relations with peers, character, helps teachers balance, encourages teachers, peace of mind knowing resources are there, change attitudes towards work, motivated to plan, fired up, and makes the job task less burdensome.

From there, I categorized contents from the data based on relevance. Getter, et al. (2016) and Ludden, O’Brien, and Pasch (2017) clarified that with open coding researchers use highlighters and other notations in effort to effectively differentiate between categories or themes presented through the data collection process. I used multi-color highlighters as a means to both organize common terms and concepts presented in the interview transcripts. Then, I used the highlighted, common terms presented in the data to formulate an outline. The concepts and themes presented from common terms found in open coding allows for axial coding to take place.

Through categorizing frequent terms and phrases according to participant responses to the interview questions and focus group discussions, the first theme of student attendance emerged in order to answer the first research question. Terms such as tardiness, attendance, perfect attendance, lower suspensions, keeping students in class, presence, appearance, turnout, motivated to attend school, motivated to attend class, regular attendance, and rollcall each relate to student attendance in the American public school (Corcoran, Elbel, & Schwartz, 2016; Cosgrove, Chen, & Castelli, 2018). Based on the transcribed responses, the aforementioned terms and phrases were common responses among the participants in the study.
Through categorizing frequent terms and phrases according to participant responses to the interview questions and focus group discussions, the second theme of instructional practices emerged in order to answer the first research question. Terms and phrases such as burden reduced on preparation, less preparation, add to lessons, supplemental, supplement teaching, alleviate lesson planning pressure, simple lesson planning, adjusting to new standards, clarifying, networking with other teachers, shared successful strategies, and best instructional practices each relate to the subject of instructional practices in the American public school (Maas & Lake, 2018; Donahue & Vogel, 2018). Based on the transcribed responses, the aforementioned terms and phrases were common responses among the participants in the study.

Through categorizing frequent terms and phrases according to participant responses to the interview questions and focus group discussions, the third theme of academic interventions emerged in order to answer the first research question. Terms and phrases such as interventions, response to interventions, academic assistance, direct supplemental instruction, catch up, benchmarks, extended learning sessions, applied learning, field trips, and relevance to instruction each relate to the subject of academic interventions in the American public school (Reno, Friend, Caruthers, & Smith, 2017; Eckert, Hamsho, & Malandrino, 2017). Based on the transcribed responses, the aforementioned terms and phrases were common responses among the participants in the study.

Through categorizing frequent terms and phrases according to participant responses to the interview questions and focus group discussions, the fourth theme of instructional resources emerged in order to answer the first research question. Terms and phrases such as new technology, innovative devices, computers, tablets, college credit, materials, instructional materials, manuals, guides, books, supplies, resources, funding, and sponsor each relate to the
subject of instructional resources in the American public school (McDuffie, Choppin, Drake, Davis, Brown, & Borys, 2017). Based on the transcribed responses, the aforementioned terms and phrases were common responses among the participants in the study.

Through categorizing frequent terms and phrases according to participant responses to the interview questions and focus group discussions, the first theme of student discipline emerged in order to answer the second research question. Terms such as discipline, fewer fights, low student confrontations, disruptions, infractions, referrals, fight diversion, motivation, incentive, habitual offense, and reduced fights each relate to student behavior and discipline in the American public school (Arif & Mirza, 2017; Hambacher, 2018). Based on the transcribed responses, the aforementioned terms and phrases were common responses among the participants in the study.

Through categorizing frequent terms and phrases according to participant responses to the interview questions and focus group discussions, the second theme of professional development opportunities emerged in order to answer the second research question. Terms such as trainings, workshops, teacher in-service, conferences, institutes, professional development, and PD (professional development) each relate to faculty and staff professional development and continuous learning in the American public school (Telese, 2012; Garcia & Gomez, 2017). Based on the transcribed responses, the aforementioned terms and phrases were common responses among the participants in the study.

Through categorizing frequent terms and phrases according to participant responses to the interview questions and focus group discussions, the third theme of student morale emerged in order to answer the second research question. Terms such attitudes, motivation, encouragement, morale, self-esteem, pride, positive attitudes, improved communication,
improved relations with peers, and character each relate to student morale in the American public school (Cashwell, 1995; Johnson, Johnson, & Taylor, 1993). Based on the transcribed responses, the aforementioned terms and phrases were common responses among the participants in the study.

Through categorizing frequent terms and phrases according to participant responses to the interview questions and focus group discussions, the fourth theme of staff morale emerged in order to answer the second research question. Terms such helps teachers balance, encourages teachers, peace of mind knowing resources are there, change attitudes towards work, motivated to plan, fired up to work, and makes the job task less burdensome each relate to staff morale in the American public school (Byrd-Blake, Afolayan, Hunt, Fabunmi, Pryor, & Leander, 2010). Based on the transcribed responses, the aforementioned terms and phrases were common responses among the participants in the study.

The interpretation of data from axial coding was done by re-reading the interview and focus group discussion transcripts from case study participants, confirming that the categories and themes found through open coding accurate reflect the responses provided (Glaser & Strauss, 2013). Axial coding allowed me to explore how the concepts and categories are related through noting common terms, ideas, and reflections. I used MAXQDA software to upload the audio from the recording devices for transcription and coding. Although the software transcribes the recorded content directly from the device, I cross referenced the newly transcribed text in MAXQDA with my written notes, to make sure nothing was left out. As noted in my IRB application, I discarded the recordings immediately after transcribing.
Summary of the Findings

Findings for Research Question 1. In order to answer the research question of, “how do teachers at K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community classified as academically unacceptable perceive the impact nonprofit programs have on annual school performance ratings,” I conducted 12 one-on-one interviews with teachers, facilitated two focus group discussions, and administered a survey. The following themes were developed from analyzing the responses provided through interviews, focus group discussions, and the responses provided to the survey: student attendance, instructional practices, academic interventions, and instructional resources. In analyzing participant responses in their focus group discussions and interviews, a high level of emphasis was placed on attendance. Participants shared that supplemental programs such as community learning centers, after-school for all, and fight diversion affects student attendance. Participants noted in their responses that supplemental programs such as the ones offered to their schools by community nonprofits keeps students in class. Mesha, a middle school teacher explained:

I have had students who would not come to school, or they would ride the bus to school in their school uniforms, and sneak off campus prior to rollcall to skip. Four of the male students in particular began coming to class regularly, because they wanted to participate in the after school for all robotics program. I have also noticed the number of suspensions decreasing.

Marcie, also a middle school teacher noted that her special education students would hardly attend class and on the days they did come, they were would not grasp lessons due to poor
Marcie shared how a nonprofit basketball program was the catalyst for getting students to attend class. Marcie explained:

My 4th period boys hardly came to school and when they did decide to come, it was extremely difficult reaching them because they hadn’t been in class for the foundation lessons; but once they got interested in the basketball program and learned school was required to participate, they began coming to class, and on time. The following nine-week period, each of the students in the after school for all basketball program had netted perfect attendance. The programs are fun, engaging, and they keep students in class.

In analyzing participant responses in their focus group discussions and interviews, a high level of emphasis was placed on instructional practices. Participants shared that supplemental programs such as community learning centers, after-school for all, and the mini grant program effects instructional practices. Participants noted in their responses that supplemental programs such as the ones offered to their schools by community nonprofits helps educators with planning. Darius, an elementary school teacher noted in his interview response that such programs are a plus to what he is already doing in the classroom. Darius specifically remarked:

We are continuously burdened with paperwork, paperwork, paperwork! In addition to developing and writing our lesson plans, we have to also separately document our intervention plans, benchmarking, and other accommodations for students. The after school for all and community learning centers allow us to incorporate what we are doing throughout the day with our scholars after school. It allows for reteaching.

Participants also mentioned how new academic standards in literacy and numeracy have been quite an adjustment. They noted in their responses that supplemental programs provides them the opportunity to assess the effectiveness of interventions in a setting a way from school,
which takes away from the pressures of unannounced evaluations. Shelia, a veteran elementary school teacher explained:

In the afterschool setting we are allowed to pilot intervention methods to our students individually. This allows us to scale how much time is needed and what are the likely glitches that can be addressed prior to teaching a formal lesson or intervention. It is literally a win-win for the students and myself. I get extra practice in refining my interventions, and they are getting supplemental instruction at no additional cost.

Both elementary and middle school educators agreed that community learning centers provides an opportunity for educators to become creative and resourceful in the instructional planning and assessment process. Lauren, who teaches middle school STEM subjects indicated that current partnerships between nonprofit organizations specializing in community learning centers provides her the window to diversity her instructional methods. She noted:

Prior to the community learning centers, I always viewed whole group instruction as the all towards getting results. The idea of differentiating instruction always seemed to be tedious and pointless in my classrooms, but I was wrong. Participating in the community learning centers has allowed me to see the effectiveness in instructing smaller groups and developing instructional tasks based on the interest of the student. These programs have made me rethink how to deliver instruction.

In analyzing participant responses in their focus group discussions and interviews, a high level of emphasis was placed on academic interventions. Participants shared that supplemental programs such as community learning centers, after-school for all, and the mini grant program impacts academic interventions. Participants noted in their responses that supplemental programs such as the ones offered to their schools by community nonprofits provides additional
interventions and resources to students who need them. In the focus group discussion involving elementary school teachers, participants noted that at the elementary level building time into the day for interventions has been difficult to balance in addition to other mandates from the district. Sheila remarked, “I am able to use data from student activities in the community learning centers as an additional means to monitor student progress.” The participants in the other focus group, representing middle school teachers indicated the community learning centers and the mini grant program facilitates further ability to monitor student progress and offer appropriate interventions. Alicia teaches middle school math, and shared:

I was awarded a mini grant for $1,500, and that helped me purchase interactive math workbooks, games, and manipulatives. Because I have diverse students with various skillsets, these resources helped me craft an intervention plan that has worked. Students have been engaged now, more than ever.

Educators from both focus groups noted that mini grants can be both competitive and then there are those that are awarded by default to teachers and schools that meet certain criteria set by the partnering nonprofit organization. Amy explained how mini grant funding allowed her to move lessons beyond the classroom. She noted:

I wrote one grant to a nonprofit that partners with our school for only $200.00. The $200.00 was to cover the bus fees required by the district for field trips. In addition to the $200.00 that I was awarded, another nonprofit that partners with our school covered admissions to the science museum. The lesson provided by the museum dealt with measurement, which was perfect because it included the basics to an upcoming unit! Being able to reference the field trip to hook students into the lesson was amazing!
In analyzing participant responses in their focus group discussions and interviews, a high level of emphasis was placed on instructional resources. Participants shared that supplemental programs such as the mini grant program impacts instructional resources. Participants noted in their responses that supplemental programs such as the ones offered to their schools by community nonprofits provides educators with additional resources to reach students. Participants in both focus group discussions shared how stretched educators are when it comes to securing instructional resources, and how assistance from nonprofits in the form of mini grants supplements instructional resources that are conducive to raising student achievement.

Findings for Research Question 2. In order to answer the research question of, “How do teachers at K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community classified as academically unacceptable perceive the impact nonprofit programs have on school culture and climate,” I conducted 12 one on one interviews with teachers, facilitated two focus group discussions, and administered a survey. The following themes were developed from analyzing the responses provided through interviews, focus group discussions, and the responses provided to the survey: student discipline, professional development, student morale, and staff morale. In analyzing participant responses in their focus group discussions and interviews, a high level of emphasis was placed on student discipline. All participants shared that supplemental programs such as community learning centers, after-school for all, and fight diversion affects student discipline. Participants noted in their responses that supplemental programs such as the ones offered to their schools by community nonprofits keeps students on task. All of the participants noted a reduction in fights on their campus as result of the nonprofit fight diversion program. Darius explained during the focus group discussion:
I had this group of boys who would fight every single day, and if they did not fight on campus, they were fighting on the way to school, or from. Suspensions were up, and 20 unexcused absences for any student, let alone a fourth grader, is unacceptable. I have watched how the fight diversion program has transformed these boys from mischievous to inquisitive scholars.

Participants who teach middle school echoed the sentiment of Darius, noting that fight diversion has not only reduced the number of fights on campus from year to year, but students are transitioning and becoming more accountable for their actions. Participants also discussed how interest and involvement in after school for all sanctioned programs impact discipline, lowering suspension rates, increasing attendance, student performance on benchmarks, and ultimately school performance. Marva said:

“I’m glad we have this on our campus. It is an incentive for students to act right. Our school performance score has increased every year and now we are less than one point away from climbing out of AUS which is good because we don’t have to worry about the state coming in and taking over.

In analyzing participant responses in their focus group discussions and interviews, a high level of emphasis was placed on professional development. Participants shared that supplemental programs such as the mini grant program impacts professional development. Participants noted in their responses that supplemental programs such as the ones offered to their schools by community nonprofits keeps them abreast on current trends and issues that relate to their professional endeavors. Participants in both focus groups noted that relevant professional development is essential to improving student outcomes. Darius discussed how a $4,000.00 grant allowed him to see best practices in action through professional development. Other
teachers echoed similar instances where mini grants permitted them to attend professional
development programs. Betty shared:

The mini grant program allows me to observe effective practices in action. I received a
grant to visit a school in Atlanta where lessons were being taught to engage at-risk
students. At that particular school, I was able to ask questions and bring back resources
to my own classroom. My students love the chants, methods, and incentives. The most
beneficial aspect of the trip was the fact that I was able to pass along what I learned to
other teachers, which essentially was the ripple effect – in a good way.

In analyzing participant responses in their focus group discussions and interviews, a high
level of emphasis was placed on student morale. Participants shared that supplemental programs
such as after school for all and community learning centers impact student morale. Participants
noted in their responses that supplemental programs such as the ones offered to their schools by
community nonprofits affirms to a sense of ease and belonging to students, as evidenced by
reduced referrals, class disruptions, fights, and student participation. Participants in both focus
groups noted that relevant programs impact student morale and self-esteem. Participants shared
in their interviews, focus groups, and verified through the survey that such programs have
inspired students to become more active in class discussions. Lauren shared:

…my eighth grade students have learned of accountable talk, and practice it in the public
speaking after school for all program. I have noticed that students are not only actively
participating in class discussions, but they are inspiring their classmates to do so as well.

In addition to Lauren’s remarks on supplemental programs such as after school for all
impacting student participation, other participants noted how students continuously express
gratitude and favorable opinions of the programs. Lauren and Betty both expressed how
elementary and middle school students become acclimated to these programs and inquire about additional programs that could be afforded when school is out for the summer. Marcie shared that students are constantly incorporating character education lessons from the community learning centers and after school for all programs into activities. She noted:

Students teach me affirmations all the time, and I have several favorites. I have even taught some of my student’s affirmations to educators at national conferences.

In analyzing participant responses in their focus group discussions and interviews, a high level of emphasis was placed on staff morale. Participants shared that supplemental programs such as after school for all and community learning centers, and the mini grant program impacts staff morale. Participants noted in their responses that supplemental programs such as the ones offered to their schools by community nonprofits affirms to a sense of ease and assurance to staff members. Participants in both focus groups noted that relevant programs impact staff morale and motivation towards the job. Participants shared in their interviews, focus groups, and verified through the survey that such programs have served as additional support. Marva shared:

Sometimes too many programs can be distracting and overwhelming, but these programs do not come off as intrusive, because we know how to take what they’re offering and make it work for our students.

Presentation of the Data and Results

Impact on Annual School Performance Ratings. The research question, “how do teachers at K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community classified as academically unacceptable perceive the impact nonprofit programs have on annual school performance ratings,” was answered through semi-structured interviews, focus group discussions, and a survey. As it relates to the individual interviews, all participants shared they felt nonprofit
programs in the areas of fight diversion, after school enrichment, community learning centers, and mini grants positively impacted annual school performance ratings. In regard to answering the research question pertaining to how nonprofit programs impact the annual performance of schools classified as academically unacceptable, participants were able to illustrate their perceptions through four themes: improved student attendance, enhanced instructional practices, increased time for academic interventions, and the availability of supplemental instructional resources. All of the respondents to the survey indicated that nonprofit programs positively impact the academic performance of their schools annually. All of the schools represented in the study saw increases in their annual school performance scores during the 2014-2015, 2015-2016, and 2016-2017 school sessions. The perceptions of educators regarding the impact nonprofit programs have on the annual school performance of academically unacceptable schools in an urban Louisiana community is positive. Educators expressed that nonprofit sanctioned programs such as fight diversion, community learning centers, after school enrichment, and mini grants supplement initiatives favorable to improving annual school performance ratings.

**Student Attendance.** The first theme to emerge encompassed student attendance. According to the participants in the study, nonprofit programs in the areas of after school enrichment, fight diversion, community learning centers, and sex respect/teenage pregnancy prevention programs have an impact on attendance. All participants shared they felt programs impacted attendance in terms nonprofit programs keeping students engaged. Specifically, educators teaching beyond primary grades (fourth grade and above) shared that nonprofit programs such as after school enrichment, fight diversion, community learning centers, and sex respect/teenage pregnancy prevention programs typically have programming that is unique to students and draws compels them to continuously participate in programs. Mesha shared that at
her middle school students would be eager to attend school just to take advantage of after school programs. Marcie, a middle school special education teacher shared that more than half of her students returned to class regularly after athletic programming offered during an after school enrichment program that attracted students.

Both focus group discussions addressed how nonprofit programs provide a relief in response to strained resources in the classrooms and that students see these programs as extra-curricular, fun, and engaging enough to keep students in school. All participants teaching elementary school referenced in their individual interviews and in the focus group discussion how programs in the arts are continuously being eliminated, alienating student interest in school. All the participants agreed in the focus group discussions that such after school programming impacts attendance. All participants affirmed that after school programs impact student interest and attendance, and from there attendance affects school performance. Specifically, Mary, Marva, Mesha, and Marcie shared individually how student performance on benchmarks improved as a result of improved, persistent attendance. The four educators noted that growth on benchmark assessments were consistent with growth on annual standardized tests, which is a large portion of how annual school performance ratings are calculated.

**Instructional Practices.** The second theme to emerge relative to answering the first research question encompassed instructional practices. According to the participants in the study, nonprofit sanctioned community learning centers impacts annual school performance ratings through supporting instructional practices. Specifically, participants teaching at the elementary school level shared how community learning centers provide opportunities for refining instructional practices. Darius noted how the community learning centers allows him to incorporate what he is doing with his fourth grade math students throughout the day, with
programming in the community learning centers. Sheila, also an elementary school teacher noted how community learning centers have eased the burden of adjusting to new academic standards for her third grade math and English students.

Like the elementary school teachers, the middle school teachers noted in their interviews and focus groups that community learning centers supplement instructional practices, adding in general that such programs alleviate some of the pressures associated with lesson planning. Participants noted in their various focus groups that additional resources relevant to the curriculum and academic standards already in place alleviates pressures for classroom teachers, as they are permitted to dedicate more time to instruction, as opposed to being consumed with frivolous paperwork. Lauren shared that the dual focus on content from both her school and the community learning centers eases the lesson planning process as additional methods can be incorporated. Many nonprofit organizations partner with multiple schools, particularly with programs similar to community learning centers. Both focus groups indicated that community learning centers promote enhanced instructional practices through networking. Participants shared and agreed that community learning centers allows for networking with teachers at other schools, specifically with sharing instructional practices that are most effective. All participants noted community learning centers positively impact instructional practices, adding that instructional practices is a significant variable in school performance scoring.

**Academic Interventions.** The third theme to emerge relative to answering the first research question encompassed academic interventions. According to the participants in the study, nonprofit sanctioned community learning centers and mini grant programs impacts annual school performance ratings through supporting academic interventions to students in the areas of numeracy and literacy. Participants in both focus groups shared how their campuses have placed
a strong focus on response to intervention, which Betty, Mary, Jasmine, and Maria described as a block within the instructional period where teachers provide supplemental instruction to students, who may need academic assistance with catching up on an important skill or benchmark. All participants noted how incorporating interventions can be difficult in addition to balancing other responsibilities. Darius shared how community learning centers permit him to work directly with his students in an extended setting, which adds to the interventions covered in school. The participants representing middle schools accented the concerns echoed by Darius. They noted in their focus group discussion how the 15 to 20 minute response to intervention blocks embedded in the instructional day is not sufficient time to get students caught up with mastering specific academic benchmarks.

In addition to the community learning centers, the participants in the study indicated in their interviews and focus group discussions that the mini grant program impacts academic interventions. Alicia and Amy discussed how the mini grant program allowed them to purchase technology and other assistive resources to effectively administer response to intervention to students. Alicia, who teaches middle school physical education and mathematics shared specifically how a $1,500.00 grant allowed her to purchase a set of interactive math workbooks, software, and manipulatives. Alicia further shared how the items secured from the mini grant supplemented current standards for her math students. Alicia provided details on how the grant provided software and manipulatives that engaged students, sparking their interest in the subject. All participants shared how mini grant programs aid in supporting academic field trips, increasing student access to technology, and assessments. Amy explained how a mini grant she was awarded through a nonprofit allowed her to incorporate a field trip to the science museum into her academic intervention. Amy noted that the science museum held an exhibit on
measurement, and how the lesson at the museum supplemented a future lesson that required prerequisite skills in measurement. Other participants echoed how mini grant programs have allowed intervention based learning to occur on field trips to museums, literary rallies, and other academic sanctioned events such as music and art festivals. Darius shared that mini grant funding allows him to pick up the pacing of lessons due to supplemental academic interventions afforded through educational field trips. The remaining participants indicated in their interviews that additional funding through programs such as the mini grant allows for continued exploration of methods, programs, and resources that are essential to instruction, assessment, learning, and ultimately annual school performance scores.

**Instructional Resources.** The fourth theme to emerge relative to answering the first research question encompassed instructional resources. According to the participants in the study, nonprofit sanctioned community learning centers and mini grant programs impacts annual school performance ratings through enhancing instructional resources. The participants reiterated in their respective focus group and interviews the need for additional instructional resources in the classroom. Maria noted how the mini grant program provided her the opportunity to acquire manipulatives, e-books, and games that were helpful to getting her kindergarten students caught up. Maria shared that these programs assisted her students with learning the basics of the alphabet, counting, color recognition, and understanding shapes. The remaining participants who were elementary school teachers agreed that the mini grant program has provided them the opportunity to acquire instructional resources that are conducive to effective instruction in literacy and numeracy. Participants who were middle school teachers shared that in addition to promoting innovation and new instructional resources, the nonprofit
sanctioned mini grant programs support existing initiatives that would have otherwise been
eliminated if it were left up to dwindling educational funding.

Mesha and Lauren shared how funding had been cut for programs that allowed middle
school students to earn early high school Carnegie units (credits) for Algebra I, Computer
Science I, and Biology I. The nonprofit sanctioned mini grant program afforded to their students
not only permitted students to earn up to three high school credits; but the courses themselves
provided students with opportunities to get ahead on subject content. Additionally participants
shared that early start programs accent student performance on benchmarks and standardized
assessments, which ultimately impacts the annual school performance rating. All participants
noted that one of the most prevalent interventions in their schools since being labeled
academically unacceptable by the state are the presence of such nonprofit sanctioned programs.
The further noted that each of their schools saw increases in their overall school performance
scores. Their numbers were verified through public records request.

Impact on Annual School Culture and Climate. The research question, “how do
teachers at K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community classified as academically
unacceptable perceive the impact nonprofit programs have on school culture and climate,” was
answered through semi-structured interviews, focus group discussions, and a survey. As it
relates to the individual interviews, all participants shared they felt nonprofit programs in the
areas of fight diversion, after school enrichment, community learning centers, and mini grants
positively impacted school culture and climate. Although sex respect/teenage pregnancy
prevention programs are offered to middle school students, all participants noted these programs
were not widely used on their campuses to measure impact.
In regard to answering the research question pertaining to how nonprofit programs impact the culture and climate of schools classified as academically unacceptable, participants were able to illustrate their perceptions through four themes: improvements in student discipline, increased professional development opportunities, improved staff morale, and improved student morale. All of the respondents to the survey indicated that nonprofit programs positively impact the culture and climate of their school. All of the schools represented in the study saw increases in their annual school performance scores during the 2014-2015, 2015-2016, and 2016-2017 school sessions. These same schools also saw reductions in the numbers of referrals and fights logged from year to year during the 2014-2015, 2015-2016, and 2016-2017 school sessions. The perceptions of educators regarding the impact nonprofit programs have on the culture and climate of academically unacceptable schools in an urban Louisiana community is positive. Educators expressed that nonprofit sanctioned programs such as fight diversion, community learning centers, after school enrichment, and mini grants supplement initiatives favorable to improving relations, culture and climate.

**Student Discipline.** The first theme to emerge relative to answering the second research question encompassed student discipline. According to the participants in the study, nonprofit sanctioned community learning centers, after school enrichment programs, sex respect/teenage pregnancy prevention, and fight diversion programs positively impact student discipline, culture and climate. All participants agreed that after school enrichment programs typically afford students enrichment activities that are favorable to their interests. Darius shared how a group of male students in class would fight every single day to the point that suspensions was not an option as the infractions would net a minimum of 20 unexcused absences per student in two grading periods alone, which fellow participants agreed was grossly unacceptable for fourth
grade students. Darius noted that the athletic component of the nonprofit sanctioned after school enrichment programs taught the male students character and the elements of team work. Darius noted how those same students would be the ring leader for conflict resolution among their peers. Other participants offered similar accounts to Darius’ in the respect after school enrichment programs provide students the opportunity to build relationships and character, which ultimately reflects discipline both on and off campus.

Participants teaching on middle school campuses discussed how the nonprofit sanctioned fight diversion program impacts discipline within the school building. All middle school teachers noted they had experiences where students who entered the fight diversion program returned to school committing fewer infractions. Mesha, Marva, and Lauren all shared examples detailing how the nonprofit sanctioned fight diversion programs served as a disciplinary intervention for students who fought habitually in previous school years. From year to year, all participants noted that there was a strong correlation between the reduced numbers of fights on campuses participating in the fight diversion program. The number of fights at the six middle school campuses represented in the study have reduced from year to year. Participants shared the number of fights logged at their respective schools over the last three years. Their numbers were verified through public records request. The public record did not include specific information about students or details regarding the circumstances of their infraction. For the protection of students and their families, the document only provides raw numbers from year to year relative to infractions per school.

**Professional Development Opportunities.** The second theme to emerge relative to answering the second research question encompassed professional development opportunities. According to the participants in the study, nonprofit sanctioned mini grant programs provided a
number of opportunities for professional development. All participants shared how a nonprofit sanctioned mini grant provided them and their fellow colleagues on campus to participate in intense training in lesson planning and differentiating instruction to meet the learning needs of students. Participants in both focus groups discussed how some professional development programs can be redundant and not anything new to what they learned over the years; however, they noted that school-wide professional developments funded through nonprofit mini grants allow them the opportunity to collaborate, share ideas, and incorporate what is working already with the elements of new initiatives.

Betty noted how such professional development programs afforded through the mini grant allows her the opportunity to observe effective methods in action. Mary added that as a 34 year veteran teacher, the mini grant allows her to participate in professional development programs that keeps her updated on methods. Darius shared how a mini grant in the amount of $4,000 permitted him to visit inner city schools in a major city on the west coast. Darius noted that he was able to see initiatives in process with academically at risk students, and was able to apply what he learned to the classroom. Darius noted how the mini grant program has inspired him to launch his own professional development programs to assist peers. All participants agreed in follow up questions during both the interviews and the focus group discussions that while professional development can be seen as burdensome, they are beneficial towards improving school culture and climate. The participants all agreed that the mini grant initiative plays a vital role in their professional development opportunities.

**Student Morale.** The third theme to emerge relative to answering the second research question encompassed student morale. According to the participants in the study, nonprofit sanctioned mini grant programs, after school enrichment, and fight diversion programs positively
impact student morale. Participants reiterated a number of points relative to how these programs provide students with additional alternatives and outlets for challenges they face at home. Darius noted that in several academically unacceptable elementary schools, there are students two to three grade levels behind. He further explained that there are fourth grade students who look forward to such programs as it takes away from early responsibility such as getting their younger siblings prepared for school, or assisting them with their homework.

Participants from both focus groups seemed to agree with Darius in the respect that added burdens contribute to the stress of younger students, which ultimately effects their temperament. Participants also shared of one initiative provided through the mini grant that permits students in academically unacceptable Schools to learn public speaking, character, and citizenship. All participants noted how these programs have resulted in a change of student conduct, self-esteem, and overall participation in class activities. Lauren shared how her eighth grade math and science students who participated in they become more eager to participate in class discussions. She further explained that even when students did not know the answer to a question, the volunteered to engage in what she called accountable talk, which allows students to discuss the subject matter and seek understanding from their peers.

Participants indicated in their respective interviews and focus group discussions that the nonprofit sanctioned after school enrichment and community learning centers reminds students that services are available. Lauren, Betty, and Mesha, and Darius noted specifically how students continuously express gratitude for programs that allow them to do things they would otherwise not be allowed to do due to lack of funding. Participants also shared how students recognized the privilege in being able to take part in such programs as after school enrichment and community learning centers. Participants noted that students look forward to after school
enrichment and even community learning centers. Marcie shared that her middle school students often reference important topics, lessons, and activities from such programs into their daily activities during school; for example, Marcie discussed how students learned to create raps and songs to learn important concepts and themes from the after school enrichment and community learning centers. Participants indicated that student referrals to the discipline office has declined. Participants agreed through their surveys, interviews, and focus group discussions that nonprofit sanctioned programs greatly impact student morale, which in effect impacts school culture and climate.

**Staff Morale.** The fourth theme to emerge relative to answering the second research question encompassed staff morale. According to participants in the study, nonprofit sanctioned mini grant, after school enrichment, and community learning centers impact staff morale. Participants shared that while external interventions can be intrusive at times, nonprofit sanctioned programs such as the mini grant, after school enrichment, and community learning centers are not required; but rather resources on campuses that are available if needed. Sheila, Marva, Amy, and Marcie shared that knowing such programs exist offers a sense of peace of mind. Darius indicated that while he understands nonprofit programs such as mini grants and community learning centers have to do their own internal program evaluations, their data helps him with preparing reports that would otherwise be time consuming. The participants noted their appreciation for such programs as it reminds them they are not alone in their work to raise student achievement in effort to develop students as productive, viable members of society. Participants agreed through their individual survey responses, interviews, and focus group discussions that nonprofit sanctioned programs greatly impact staff morale, which in effect impacts school culture and climate.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Item</th>
<th>Strong (Agree)</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly (Disagree)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Programs afforded to my school by nonprofit organizations positively impact culture and climate.</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs afforded to my school by nonprofit organizations positively impact the annual school performance rating.</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs afforded to my school by nonprofit organizations reflect what is needed on our campus.</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within the five programs afforded to my school some programs are better needed on our campus than others.</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel the fight diversion program has contributed to the reduction the number of fights, disturbances, and suspensions on campus.</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel the teacher academy/mini grant program has contributed to my professional development and growth in the classroom.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel that the community learning centers and after school for all programs provide enriching programs to students that is relevant to improving grades, behavior, and/or attendance.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel that programs such as teenage pregnancy prevention/sex respect impacts attendance and student performance.</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Summary

I began this chapter by reintroducing the purpose of the study as well as reiterating the research questions that were explored. Also in this chapter I provided a description of the sample used for this study. Research Methodology and Analysis is also addressed. From there I also presented summary of findings relative to the case study. The summary of findings is followed by the presentation of the data and results. Educators working in schools classified as academically unacceptable in an urban Louisiana community view the impact nonprofit programs have on the performance, culture, and climate as positive. Educators noted that such programs have impacted schools in the areas of student attendance, instructional practices, academic interventions, instructional resources, student discipline, professional development, staff morale, and student morale. The next chapter will focus on discussions and conclusions relative to the study.
Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusion

The research for this study included a qualitative research approach and a single case study as the research design. The purpose of this qualitative case study was to explore the perceptions of educators regarding the impact nonprofit programs and services have on elementary and middle schools in an urban Louisiana community that have been deemed academically unacceptable by the state department of education. Specifically, the nonprofit programs in this study focused on after school enrichment and extracurricular programs, tutorial programs through community learning centers, teacher grant and supplemental funding programs, sex respect/teenage pregnancy prevention, and fight diversion. Twelve educators working in K-8 settings in an urban Louisiana community were selected through purposeful sampling. Within the sample of 12 educators, half of them represented elementary grades K-5, while the remaining half represented middle school grades sixth through eighth.

Yin (2014) and Creswell (2013) noted that a single case study facilitates the exploration of realistic, contemporary cases over an established period of time. The above-mentioned are channeled through what Creswell describes as in-depth data collection methods, occasionally encompassing multiple sources of information. The participants worked in the aforementioned settings during the 2014-2015, 2015-2016, and 2016-2017 school sessions. Through interviews, focus group discussions, and surveys, educators provided insight and salient examples on how nonprofit programs impact school performance, culture, and climate of their respective schools. This chapter will provide summary of the results of the study, discussion of the results, discussion of the results in relation to the literature, limitations of the study, implications of the results for practice, policy, and theory. The conclusion of this chapter will follow the recommendations for further research section.
Summary of Results

Through the use of individual interviews, two focus group discussions, and the administration of surveys, this study explored the perceptions of educators regarding the impact nonprofit programs and services had on the performance, culture, and climate of schools rated academically unacceptable by the state department of education. I manually and digitally transcribed the contents from participant responses, and engaged in open and axial coding, to identify themes in effort to answer the research questions that guided the study. Getter, et al. (2016) and Ludden, O’Brien, and Pasch (2017) explained that with open coding researchers use highlighters and other notations in effort to effectively differentiate between categories or themes presented through the data collection process. Saldaña (1999) noted that in qualitative research, coding permits the researcher to effectively link data collected to the idea of the study.

The first research question to guide this study encompassed exploring how educators perceived the impact nonprofit programs and services have annual school performance ratings. The identified themes for the first research question consisted of student attendance, instructional practices, academic interventions, and instructional resources. The second research question to guide this study encompassed exploring how educators perceived the impact nonprofit programs and services have school culture and climate. The identified themes for the second research question consisted of student attendance, instructional practices, academic interventions, and instructional resources. In their responses, participants provided confident, salient answers that were instrumental in answering the research questions guiding this case study, noting the impact nonprofits have on their respective schools is positive.
Discussion of the Results

Triangulation was used in the data collection process in order to ensure validity of the data collected, transcribed, and coded for this study. Interviews, focus group discussions, and surveys were used, and the data collected from each method confirmed the findings of this study. The research and methodological literature examined for this study acknowledges that partnerships between human service organizations such as nonprofits and public schools has existed for decades. The research and methodological literature indicates that program evaluation metrics are effective tools for nonprofit organizations to scale their impact to maintain existing streams of resources, or to cultivate new resources entirely (Paarlberg, Nesbit, Clerkin, & Christensen, 2014; Ford & Ihrke, 2016; & Temple & Reynolds, 2015). Regarding recent scholarly research in the area of nonprofit organizations and public schools, exists a gap that does not encompass how specific programs collective contribute to transformation efforts in struggling schools. The results of this study encompasses data collected from interviews, focus group discussions, and surveys. The results of this study contributes to the existing gap in research pertaining to exploring the impact specific nonprofit programs have on culture, climate, and performance of struggling schools, though the perceptions of educators.

Jonker and Pennink (2007) noted that triangulation in qualitative research comprises of the application of multiple data sources to ensure validity. Given (2008) explained that triangulation sanctions researchers to prove, disprove, or expound upon certain cases in qualitative research. The data collected was used to answer the two research questions that guided this qualitative case study in understanding the perceptions of educators regarding the impact nonprofit have on schools classified as academically unacceptable by the Louisiana Department of Education.
RQ 1: How do teachers at K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community classified as academically unacceptable perceive the impact nonprofit programs have on annual school performance ratings?

Participants in the study perceived nonprofit programs and services positively impact annual school performance ratings for academically unacceptable Schools in an urban Louisiana community. Educators participating in this study considered the impact of nonprofit programs and services have on the annual school performance ratings of schools to be positive. Participants provided a number of generalized accounts to support their feedback in the interviews, focus groups, and surveys. The participants in this study indicated that while some programs can interrupt and stifle ongoing initiatives, structured programs that are aligned with an identified need in the school building are appropriate. Educators were able to identify the effects of programs and how those programs correlate to annual school performance ratings. The common themes that developed from the participant responses encompassed student attendance, instructional practices, academic interventions, and instructional resources.

Increased student attendance impacts academic performance because students are less likely to miss school, and when students are at school, they are likely to absorb academic material, which they wouldn’t otherwise have access to, not attending class (Corcoran, Elbel, & Schwartz, 2016; Cosgrove, Chen, & Castelli, 2018). The participants in this study noted how nonprofit programs, specifically enrichment programs motivate students to come to school, which is a requirement for school based, nonprofit sanctioned programs such as after school for all programs, that promote enrichment activities such as sports, technology, etiquette, and performing arts. Participants discussed how improved student attendance as a result of interest in nonprofit after school for all enrichment programs had a domino effect inside the classroom.
Participants were able to relate how fight diversion programs resulted in reduced out of school suspensions which impacted student attendance positively.

Additional time devoted to academic and enrichment activities permits adequate reflection of academic strengths and weaknesses, and permits educators to use supplemental programs such as community learning centers to address student learning needs. Participants in the study discussed how access to supplemental education programs such community learning centers provide additional time for students to master academic material, where initial lack of interest of academic weakness is present. Interventions was a term frequently used when discussing how these programs impact annual school performance ratings. Participants shared that when structured and apply to the challenges unique to the teacher and students, interventions can be effective. Interventions in community learning center settings often consist of fewer students, which allows for individualized instruction (Reno, Friend, Caruthers, & Smith, 2017 and Eckert, Hamsho, & Malandrino, 2017). Individualized instruction, reteaching, additional instructional resources, and supplemental lessons are effective methods of intervention for the academically at-risk student. Programs that promote professional development and instructional resources have an impact on pedagogy, critical thinking, and classroom management. Pedagogy, critical thinking, classroom management, and receptiveness to professional development are conducive to school turnaround. Participants in this study indicated that the sex-respect/teenage pregnancy prevention programs are essential to educating adolescents about safety and sex; however, they contended that such programs are likely more effective with those students beyond the sixth grade. Sexual education programs can be effective in promoting abstinence, sexually transmitted disease prevention, and advocating sex respect. Middle school educator
participants were able to shed the most light on how sex respect/teenage pregnancy prevention impacts student attendance, which ultimately impacts the annual school performance ratings.

**RQ 2: How do teachers at K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community classified as academically unacceptable perceive the impact nonprofit programs have on school culture and climate?**

Participants in the study perceived nonprofit programs and services positively impact the culture and climate of academically unacceptable Schools in an urban Louisiana community. Educators participating in this study considered the impact of nonprofit programs and services have on school culture and climate to be positive. Participants provided a number of generalized accounts to support their feedback in the interviews, focus groups, and surveys. Culture and climate encompasses the schools overall effect on the student and reflects the practices that go on each day (ASCD, 2018). The aforesaid also takes into account relationships between the school, and its respective stakeholders, which is inclusive of parents, teachers, students, and community. The common themes that developed from the participant responses encompassed student discipline, professional development, student morale, and staff morale.

Educator participants shared that nonprofit programs inclusive of teacher mini grants, after school for all enrichment programs, community learning centers, sex respect/teenage pregnancy prevention, and fight diversion impact school culture and climate. Specifically, educators in both focus groups agreed unanimously that the impact on culture and climate afforded by nonprofit organizations is evident from daily observations. One of the most frequent examples to come up dealt with student excitement about programs such as after school for all enrichment, which provides fun, extracurricular programming to students. Other examples provided included references to students realizing the privilege and pride of being on task and
maintaining eligibility to participate. Participants noted that there was a correlation between the behavior and academic performance of students enrolled in such programs. Students who are involved feel a sense of connection and belonging to the school and are less likely to act out. Extracurricular programming correlates to student behavior and academic performance.

Student behavior and academic performance can greatly impact the structure and flow of classroom instruction (ASCD, 2018). Educators can become overwhelmed in classroom environments become stressed due to the demand of supplemental resources, instructional interventions, or positive behavior reinforcement. Educator participants noted significant declines in referrals and out of school suspensions. Improved academics and involvement in programs have prompted students to be better receptive to authority figures and their peers.

There is a correlation between the performance and morale of educators who feel supported, versus those who do not (Byrd-Blake, Afolayan, Hunt, Fabunmi, Pryor, & Leander, 2010). The educator participants discussed at length how nonprofit sanctioned programs afforded to their schools are welcomed, because they boost positive morale among staff and students. Educator participants identified challenges on their campus and provided salient examples, connecting the program components with favorable outcomes relative to culture and climate.

**Discussion of the Results in Relation to the Literature**

The conceptual framework of this study is rooted in the themes of nonprofits, structural reforms in education, and transformational leadership (Burns, 1978; Mann, 1845; Salamon, 2003), which ultimately shaped the literature review for this qualitative case study. Salamon, Mann, and Burns offered themes that are in essence interrelated and are relevant to understanding the structure and processes of nonprofits, education reform, and transformational leadership. Additionally, the explication of the themes by Salamon, Mann, and Burns clarifies
the relevance of connecting various social institutions to address population. Mann avowed that identifying the elements of structural reforms intended to improve teaching, reasoning, and learning were essential to change. Burns’ transformational leadership supports what Salamon theorizes as the essential functions of a nonprofit organization: service provision, value guardian, advocacy and problem identification, and social capitalism.

Research acknowledges the challenges of failing schools, establishes the existence of community engagement/nonprofit partnerships with public schools, and establishes that program evaluation is used to measure social impact. The aforementioned findings from the literature accents participant educator responses in their interviews, focus groups, and surveys. The data collected from participant educators verifies that engagements between nonprofit organizations can be studied to scale program effectiveness. The results of this study accents existing literature in the areas of nonprofit organizations and public schools, by connecting how collective nonprofit sanctioned programs impact culture, climate, and school performance through the perceptions of educators. Regarding effectiveness and impact of nonprofit sanctioned programs, organizations usually design their own program evaluation metrics through consultation of experts or organizations in other geographical areas that may have similar targets or mission statements.

The data collected from interviews, focus group discussions, and surveys accents research literature that suggests supplemental programs such as nonprofit initiatives, compliment resources. The participants in this study provided responses that validates the assertions of Davies and Davies (2014), Harris (2016), and Mozolic and Shuster (2016) in the respect that public elementary and secondary schools serving low socioeconomic areas are at a competitive disadvantage compared to their counterparts, and the existence of nonprofit sanctioned programs
permits increased opportunities for innovation. Participants further added these programs ensure that the competitive edge between students at lower and higher performing schools, is moderately addressed. Also in relation to the literature, participants discussed that reciprocity exists between schools and nonprofits in that respective goals and objectives are interconnected, thus providing the opportunity for dual interventions (Braunsberger & Flamm, 2013; Kronick, Lester, & Luter, 2013). Dixon, Slanickova, and Warwick (2013), Frederico and Whiteside (2016), and Polesel, Klatt, Blake, and Starr (2017) explained that businesses feel obliged to partner with public schools for reciprocal purposes.

The results of this study accent existing studies on the subject of nonprofit organizations and public schools, that highlight how through in-depth discussions, likely through interviews and focus groups educators are permitted to reflect and provide substantive feedback relative to programs and policies (Lang, 2015; Mallett, 2013; Officer, Grim, Medina, Bringle, & Foreman, 2013). The scale of human service organizations such as nonprofit organizations in terms of engagement with public sector organizations such school districts largely differ in terms of mission and goals (Kellner, Townsend, & Wilkinson, 2017; Pandey, Kim, & Pandey, 2017; Word & Carpenter, 2013). Nonprofit organizations engage with public schools to assist with transformation in the area of culture, climate, academic interventions, and leadership development.

**Limitations**

The findings of this qualitative case study were partial to four limitations. The limitations to this study consisted of level of certification obtained by teachers, representatives for each grade level in the study, years of experience, and the number of respondents consenting to participation in the study. Twelve educator participants is sufficient for case studies, as noted
by Creswell (2013); but this number may not be sufficient to be representative of all Louisiana urban educators working in schools deemed academically unacceptable by the state department of education. Educator experience, content area, certification, contributes to the type of responses participants provide during the data collection process. This study was limited to 12 educators from the elementary (grades K-5) and middle school (grades sixth through eighth) levels, who had different levels of certification, routes to certification, in one urban Louisiana community. Secondary educators (grades 9-12) were not represented in this study. Educator consent and participation was strictly voluntary, and the elimination of deductive disclosure was employed in this case study to ensure confidentiality.

**Implications of the Results for Practice, Policy, and Theory**

The perceptions of educators regarding the impact nonprofits have on academically unacceptable schools in an urban Louisiana community was explored using interviews, focus group discussions, and surveys, with a qualitative case study as the research approach and design. Studies conducted by Horvath and Harazin (2016) and Kumari (2016) support the claim that partnerships between education organizations and community organizations such as nonprofits are effective and provide a dual benefit. The results of this study offers no concrete benefits to the participant nor the researcher; however, the results and the qualitative case study may contribute to scholarly discussions relative to nonprofit organizations, nonprofit education programs, structural reforms in public schools through community partnerships, and determining the relevance and feasibility to expanding such programs in areas where need is identified.

Regarding implications to policy, nonprofit organizations rely on multiple streams for resource development and funding (Salamon, 1999). Additionally, a number of governmental organizations such as school districts, state departments of education, city councils, and
county/parish commissions or police juries allocate portions of their respective budgets to nonprofit programs that provide services favorable to social impact (Salamon, 2003). Governmental organizations typically consult with nonprofit organizations in effort to address longstanding issues using shared resources, in instances where funding may be limited. Funding for supplemental education programs provided through nonprofit sanctioned programs is being threatened at the federal level, from a budgetary policy perspective (Ujifusa, 2018). Opposite of what existing literature presents, and opposite of the findings in this study, officials feel spending for such programs should be streamlined (Kamenetz, 2018).

In addition to budgetary policies that governmental bodies and corporations may consider relative to maintaining or cultivating new funding streams for nonprofit organizations and programs, exists implications for professional practice in both the nonprofit and public education sector (Salamon, 1999). Nonprofit boards, executives, staff, and volunteers are expected to ensure both duty of care and loyalty to their respective organizations and mission (Salamon, 2003). The perceptions of educators regarding programmatic impact of nonprofit sanctioned initiatives encompasses reflection of the roles and responsibilities of those rending external interventions such as after school enrichment, community learning centers, teacher mini grant programs, sex respect/ teenage pregnancy prevention, and fight diversion programs. This study contributes to the exiting body of knowledge relative to nonprofits, transformational leadership, and structural reforms in education; therefore, from a policy perspective, the aforementioned organizations could use the findings of this study to further champion budgetary policies that support nonprofit sanctioned programs in area public schools.
Recommendations for Further Research

The following are offered as recommendations for further research relative to nonprofit organizations and how its programs impact schools that struggle with academic performance, culture, and climate:

- This study could be replicated with the inclusion of high school educators.
- This study could be replicated in other urban areas reflective of low quality of life indicators beyond Louisiana, or the Deep South region of the United States.
- This study could be replicated in rural settings where schools have challenges with culture, climate, and academic performance.
- This study could be replicated with the inclusion of the perceptions of school administrators and nonprofit board members.
- There could be a study that examines the correlation between what is reported from internal program evaluations of nonprofits, versus what schools are reporting.
- Subsequent studies could encompass the perceptions of students who are of mature age to offer substantive responses to the research question, such as middle and high school students.

Conclusion

The purpose of this qualitative case study was to explore the perceptions of educators regarding the impact nonprofit programs and services have on schools identified as academically unacceptable in an urban Louisiana community. The interviews, focus groups, and surveys were designed specifically to answer the research questions of, “how do teachers at K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community classified as academically unacceptable perceive the impact
nonprofit programs have on annual school performance ratings,” and, “How do teachers at K-8 schools in an urban Louisiana community classified as academically unacceptable perceive the impact nonprofit programs have on school culture and climate?”

Burns (2003) theorized that organizations such as community nonprofits, educational organizations, churches, and hospitals mirror a significant component of transformational leadership, which in effect uses the power of influencing people to achieve desirable outcomes. Elements of transformational leadership were shared from educator participants when discussing how such programs impact culture and climate, placing emphasis on how it impacts students and staff in the building. The results from this study revealed that the perceptions of educators regarding the impact nonprofits have on academically unacceptable schools in an urban Louisiana community is that such programs positively impact student attendance, instructional practices, academic interventions, instructional resources, student discipline, professional development, student morale, and staff morale.

The findings of this study extends knowledge in the disciplines reflective of the themes presented in the conceptual framework which guided this study. The current body of knowledge through scholarly literature connects, nonprofit administration and research, transformational leadership, and structural reforms and public schools. The findings from this study extends knowledge in the field of education, nonprofit management, and transformational leadership studies, in the respect that it explores through the perceptions of educators how collective nonprofit program in the areas of after school enrichment, community learning centers, fight diversion programs for students, mini grant programs for teachers, and sex respect / teenage pregnancy prevention for middle school campuses, impact culture, climate, and ultimately school performance, specifically of schools classified as academically unacceptable in an urban
Louisiana community. Transformational leadership is rooted in achieving organizational change through motivating people (Burns, 1978). Educators were able to connect how nonprofit sanctioned programs changed behaviors of both students and staff within the building, which affects culture and climate (Minor & Benner, 2018; Reaves, McMahon, Duffy, & Ruiz, 2018). Participants contend that culture and climate were positively impacted as a result of partnerships between schools and nonprofit sanctioned programs, with these changes ultimately being reflected in the school performance.
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The identities of teachers, schools, specific organizations, and specific neighborhoods will be redacted, and no sensitive information that would compromise the identity of students will be solicited. Discussions will focus solely on their perceptions of programs and how they impact performance, culture, and climate. Information pertaining district sanctioned policies or direct sponsored programs will not be solicited or included. Information relative teacher satisfaction will not be solicited or included.

If you have any additional questions or concerns, please contact me at the information provided above. If you want to talk with a participant advocate other than the investigator, you can write or call the director of our institutional review board, Dr. Oralee Branch (email obranch@cu- portland.edu or call 503-493-6390).

Respectfully,

[Signature]
Frederic D. Washington, M.S.
Appendix C: Approval from School District

February 7, 2018

Frederic D. Washington
Shreveport, LA 71115-2257

Dear Mr. Washington:

I commend you on your efforts to pursue an advanced degree. Your dissertation entitled "Perceptions of Educators Regarding the Impact Nonprofits have on Academically Unacceptable Schools in Urban Louisiana Communities: A Case Study" (urban K-8 schools rated by the Louisiana Department of Education as "F" or Academically Unacceptable) within the Parish School District has been approved.

Your project will be coordinated through the office of Supervisor-Accountability and Data, via e-mail at [redacted].

Research participation of employees is strictly on a voluntary basis.

Approval of the research study does not mandate/require employees to participate.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

[Redacted]

Chief Academic Officer

c: Elementary School Directors
Middle School Directors
[Redacted], Supervisor - Accountability and Data
Elementary Principals
Middle School Principals
Appendix D: Informed Consent Form

CONSENT FORM

Research Study Title: Perceptions of Educators Regarding the Impact Nonprofits have on Academically Unacceptable Schools in Urban Louisiana Communities: A Case Study

Principal Investigator: Frederic D. Washington
Research Institution: Concordia University Portland
Faculty Advisor: Mark E. Jimenez, Ed.D.

Purpose and what you will be doing:
The purpose of this study is to explore how teachers working in K-8 schools classified as Academically Unacceptable in urban Louisiana communities perceive the impact nonprofit programs have on performance, culture, and climate. We expect approximately 12 volunteers (6 elementary teachers – grades K-5, and six middle grades teachers – grades 6-8). We will begin enrollment on approximately February 5th, 2018 and will end enrollment on February 19th, 2018. To be in this study you will need to have worked at a Parish Elementary or Middle school during the 2014-2015, 2015-2016, and 2016-2017 academic terms. The school would have needed to be classified as Academically Unacceptable (AUS) by the Louisiana Department of Education during at least one school year during the specified academic terms. To be in this study, you will need to be able to participate in an individual interview that will last 30 minutes. A week following the individual interviews, you will participate in a 2 hour focus group discussion with teachers who work in schools with similar grade configurations. Following the interview and focus group discussion, you will be emailed a survey to wrap up. During the interview and focus group discussion, you will be asked similar questions which will prompt you to discuss how nonprofit programs impact the performance, culture, and climate of your school. Although interview, focus group, and survey questions will not ask for specific information such as names, titles, locations, and specific programs, you are strongly encouraged to respond generally to focus group questions in the event of discomfort. The survey at the end will allow you to further share your thoughts regarding the subject topic.

Risks:
There are no risks to participating in this study other than providing your information. However, we will protect your information. We will record interviews. The recording will be transcribed via the investigator, and the recording will be deleted when the transcription is completed. When we or any of our investigators look at the data, none of the data will have your name or identifying information. We will only use a secret code to analyze the data. We will not identify you in any publication or report. The recording will be deleted as soon as possible; all study documents will be destroyed 3 years after we conclude this study. I also want to share that the interview, focus group discussion, and surveys will not prompt participants to disclose specific names or specific incidents.

Benefits:
As a participant, you may not directly benefit from the study; however, findings from the study will contribute to discussions relative to program evaluation and the impact nonprofit programs have on transforming the performance, culture, and climate of schools in urban communities identified as failing.
Confidentiality:
This information will not be distributed to any other agency and will be kept private and confidential. The only exception to this is if you tell us abuse or neglect that makes us seriously concerned for your immediate health and safety.

Right to Withdraw:
Your participation is greatly appreciated, but we acknowledge that the questions we are asking are personal in nature. You are free at any point to choose not to engage with or stop the study. You may skip any questions you do not wish to answer. This study is not required and there is no penalty for not participating. If at any time you experience a negative emotion from answering the questions, we will stop asking you questions.

Contact Information:
You will receive a copy of this consent form. If you have questions you can talk to or write the principal investigator, Frederic D. Washington at [redacted] or call [redacted]; you want to talk with a participant advocate other than the investigator, you can write or call the director of our institutional review board, Dr. Oralee Branch (email obranch@cu-portland.edu or call 503-493-6390).

Your Statement of Consent:
I have read the above information. I asked questions if I had them, and my questions were answered. I volunteer my consent for this study.

__________________________  __________________________
Participant Name                Date

__________________________  __________________________
Participant Signature           Date

__________________________  __________________________
Investigator Name               Date

__________________________  __________________________
Investigator Signature          Date

Investigator: Frederic D. Washington; email: fredericwashington25@gmail.com

(c/o: Professor Mark E. Jimenez, Ed.D.; Concordia University – Portland
2811 NE Holman Street
Portland, Oregon 97221
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Appendix E: Written Gratitude to Participants of the Study

From the Desk of Mr. Frederic D. Washington

Participants' First and Last Name  
Numerical Mailing Address  
City, State, Zip  
xxx-xxx-xxxx

March 4, 2018

Greetings, Participant:

I hope this letter finds you well. I wanted to extend gratitude to you for participating in my study titled, Perceptions of Educators Regarding the Impact Nonprofits have on Academically Unacceptable Schools in Urban Louisiana Communities: A Case Study.

The information provided through your interview, focus group discussion with colleagues, and survey input will contribute to the existing literature pertaining to education, nonprofits, and transformational leadership.

As noted before, during, and after the recruitment process, your privacy is protected and your name will not be published in any literature pertaining to your participation in this study. At the time the study is approved and published, a copy for review will be available.

Should you have any additional questions pertaining to your participation in this study, please contact me immediately.

Once again, thanks for your participation.

Respectfully,

Frederic D. Washington

Frederic D. Washington
Appendix F: Interview Items

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Please share many years have you been teaching at your current school and what grades/subjects do you teach? Do you teach regular education or special education?

2. Please share your total years of experience as teacher of record in Louisiana.

3. Did you complete teacher certification through a traditional program or via alternative certification?

4. Please share and describe your familiarity with (any or all of) the following programs: flight diversion, teacher academy/mini grant program, after school for all, teenage pregnancy prevention/sex respect, and community learning centers.

5. Please share and describe your involvement or interaction with (any or all of) the following programs: flight diversion, teacher academy/mini grant program, after school for all, teenage pregnancy prevention/sex respect, and community learning centers.

6. How do you feel about these programs being offered to your school?

7. Describe how these programs impact the culture and climate of your classroom.

8. Describe how these programs impact the annual school performance ratings?

9. Do you feel these programs positively or negatively impact school culture and climate? Explain.

10. Do you feel these programs positively or negatively impact the annual school performance rating? Explain.

11. Do you feel the programs discussed reflect what is needed in your school building pertaining to performance, culture, and, climate? Explain.

12. Please share any other ideas, comments, or thoughts pertaining to what we discussed.
Appendix G: Focus Group Items

FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS

1. As teachers working in schools classified as Academically Unacceptable by the Louisiana Department of Education, describe how you feel about programs such as fight diversion, teacher academy/mini grant, after school for all, teenage pregnancy prevention/sex respect, and community learning centers.

2. Explain how these programs accent the core mission and objective of your school.

3. Describe how these programs impact the culture and climate of the overall school setting.

4. Describe how these programs impact the annual school performance ratings.

5. Explain how these programs align with the needs of your school.

6. Do you feel that one of these programs is more effective in terms of addressing performance, culture, and climate than others? If so, which program(s) and why?

7. Do you feel that one of these programs is less effective in terms of addressing performance, culture, and climate than others? If so, which program(s) and why?

8. Do you feel that teacher input directly to nonprofit organizations could impact the quality of programs offered to schools?

9. Please share any other ideas, comments, or thoughts pertaining to what we have discussed.
Appendix H: IRB Approved Survey

### SURVEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SURVEY ITEM</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neither Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Programs afforded to my school by nonprofit organizations (fight diversion, teacher academy/mini grant, after school for all, teenage pregnancy prevention/sex respect, and community learning centers) positively impact culture and climate.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs afforded to my school by nonprofit organizations (fight diversion, teacher academy/mini grant, after school for all, teenage pregnancy prevention/sex respect, and community learning centers) positively impact the annual school performance rating.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs afforded to my school by nonprofit organizations (fight diversion, teacher academy/mini grant, after school for all, teenage pregnancy prevention/sex respect, and community learning centers) reflect what is needed on our campus.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within the five programs afforded to my school (fight diversion, teacher academy/mini grant, after school for all, teenage pregnancy prevention/sex respect, and community learning centers), some programs are better needed on our campus than others.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel the fight diversion program has contributed to the reduction the number of fights, disturbances, and suspensions on campus.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel the teacher academy/mini grant program has contributed to my professional development and growth in the classroom.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel that the community learning centers and after school for all programs provide enriching programs to students that is relevant to improving grades, behavior, and/or attendance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel that programs such as teenage pregnancy prevention/sex respect impacts attendance and student performance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

☐ Do you feel nonprofit programs (fight diversion, teacher academy/mini grant, after school for all, teenage pregnancy prevention/sex respect, and community learning centers) positively or negatively impact annual school performance ratings?

☐ Do you feel nonprofit programs (fight diversion, teacher academy/mini grant, after school for all, teenage pregnancy prevention/sex respect, and community learning centers) positively or negatively impact culture and climate within the school building?

☐ Please share any other thoughts, ideas, or questions relative to the content of this survey.
Appendix I: Statement of Original Work

The Concordia University Doctorate of Education Program is a collaborative community of scholar-practitioners, who seek to transform society by pursuing ethically-informed, rigorously-researched, inquiry-based projects that benefit professional, institutional, and local educational contexts. Each member of the community affirms throughout their program of study, adherence to the principles and standards outlined in the Concordia University Academic Integrity Policy. This policy states the following:

**Statement of academic integrity.**

As a member of the Concordia University community, I will neither engage in fraudulent or unauthorized behaviors in the presentation and completion of my work, nor will I provide unauthorized assistance to others.

**Explanations:**

**What does “fraudulent” mean?**

“Fraudulent” work is any material submitted for evaluation that is falsely or improperly presented as one’s own. This includes, but is not limited to texts, graphics and other multi-media files appropriated from any source, including another individual, that are intentionally presented as all or part of a candidate’s final work without full and complete documentation.

**What is “unauthorized” assistance?**

“Unauthorized assistance” refers to any support candidates solicit in the completion of their work, that has not been either explicitly specified as appropriate by the instructor, or any assistance that is understood in the class context as inappropriate. This can include, but is not limited to:

- Use of unauthorized notes or another’s work during an online test
- Use of unauthorized notes or personal assistance in an online exam setting
- Inappropriate collaboration in preparation and/or completion of a project
- Unauthorized solicitation of professional resources for the completion of the work.
Statement of Original Work

I attest that:

1. I have read, understood, and complied with all aspects of the Concordia University-Portland Academic Integrity Policy during the development and writing of this dissertation.

2. Where information and/or materials from outside sources has been used in the production of this dissertation, all information and/or materials from outside sources has been properly referenced and all permissions required for use of the information and/or materials have been obtained, in accordance with research standards outlined in the *Publication Manual of The American Psychological Association.*

[Signature]

Digital Signature

Frederic D. Washington

Name (Typed)

08/01/2018

Date
Appendix J: Concordia University IRB Closeout Approval

DATE: August 6, 2018
TO: Frederic Washington, M.S.
FROM: Concordia University - Portland IRB (CU IRB)
PROJECT TITLE: [1160322-2] Perceptions of Educators Regarding the Impact Nonprofits have on Academically Unacceptable Schools in Urban Louisiana Communities: A Case Study
REFERENCE #: EDD-20171205-Jimenez-Washington
SUBMISSION TYPE: Amendment/Modification
ACTION: APPROVED
APPROVAL DATE: August 5, 2018
EXPIRATION DATE: February 6, 2019
REVIEW TYPE: Administrative Review

Thank you for your submission of Closure/Final Report materials for this project. The Concordia University - Portland IRB (CU IRB) has APPROVED your submission and closed your project.

This submission has received Administrative Review based on the applicable federal regulations.

Congratulations on your achievements, both in reaching this milestone in finishing your dissertation and in the benefits that your research brings to the scholarly community and institutions involved.

Please note that all research records must be retained for a minimum of three years after the completion of the project.

If you have any questions, please contact Dr. OraLee Branch at 503-493-6390 or irb@cu-portland.edu. Please include your project title and reference number in all correspondence with this committee.

This letter has been electronically signed in accordance with all applicable regulations, and a copy is retained within Concordia University - Portland IRB (CU IRB)’s records. August 6, 2018